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Paburab Ettning inn.
VOL. XVIII. NO.238.

PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING.(X'
TOBER 2. 1906.

:MP

10 CENTS PEI( WEEK

Register Togightri4olls are Opeg 'lid Niue O'clock.
REED SUNSHINE
FOR HORSE SHOW

•

CIRCUS QUARTERti
Burned With .tniniabs--Work of Revenge.

with 900 regulars for Calm
it ve„!
be the first detachment of the Miler 1
I eau army In Havana. The Sumne:
also carried four eotupanie. ..1
' gineers.

OVER THOUSAND
PLEDGED TO COME'

Geneva, O.. Oct. 2.--Walter Main's
circus quarters were burned to the
Revolutionists Active.
grated this morning. An unknow
'
Laredo, Texas, Oct. 2. The amThat is the Only Element of man lost his life. The fire was in-n'List
of the Cities end \Wilber teals guard at Nuevo Laredo. Mexi.o,
cendiary. Yesterday there was trouSuccess Now Doubtful.
I received orders to provide th•istFI-0111 Each.
ble among the man, &Joie claimin
g
*elves with horses for mounted
vthey had not been paid
All the show
ice at once
Five hundred solti.ers
animal*, excepting a beer and four
are being sent there. It is reported
Jest a Few Rays Tomorrou Will Put elephants and
three horses were cre- The IninalgratIon ('ome-steel Round.
; that 501) revolutionists are in the vi
the Ring in Moot
mated.
Up Shoat. What Has Been Done
leinity. Eighty are artned
Conditiou,
•
iii Athance.

SOME

HIGH

t'LASSI

ENTRIEe

MANY DESERTIONS
FROM RUSSIAN NAVY "
I RI

SECT/ON REPRESENTEit

ERACKEN FISCAL
COURT MEETS TODAY

JOURNEY To METROPOLIS
•

IS A PLEASANT OCCASION
141

...........,,•••••••••••%•••••••

••••

"SPECIAL NOTIt`lii: TO THE Istinlif'."
Threatening weather, or leo ill VIiii not 4rt...1
die holding or the
omveution in Paducah
Comfortable quarters lune
freer proc We'd for the meetieit place.
mei all delegate% v011 be pelt.
eel) cud calefully sheltered. rain or
%blue. Let no 1118411 a 110 desire. Die pro/crews of ivt-slern
hermitic, remain away from the
von% mition Thou-4418y anti Fridny of this
neck. hill mil ttttt
%.ist us to irerfect nn organization for
the bonen* of all the le•spie or
this eat ism.

.P4s

)

AMERICAN WINS

BOTTOM UPWARD

BANDITS

SMITH ARRESTED i

SLOWLY

is

Enjoyed By Paducah

Business

Men Last Night.

Hark! Hark!
To give an idea of the interest!
IP.% Dl'( ‘ti ('oil'I F:Itt 1AL (*It'll.
It still raine,—is dark.
. shown in the Immigration convention,
.But, the horses are coming to town. Three Ships of The
Black Sea inaugurated by the Paducah COED- Will Choos
e Keeper of Poo
Community of Interests liesteeen Two
mercial club. over 1,20o delegates
Fleet Without Men,
liettned It, This Social
Defying, and se If in a spirit of
Farm
Tomor
rott.
will be in attendance at the convencontempt ('r the ungracious eletion on Thursday and Friday. The
ments, the Horse Show- association
mayor of Marion. Hon. J. W. Bine,
Is putting the neighing touches to Report Modeb 011icer Who
Deserted appointed a delegation
of
twenty. Ciesinty .0/1111111444.141., is a Position
the details of the horse show with
and Vamped to Calata—Cruelty
and Thomas H. Cochran, president of
BF trs THE FRI Nt'll%1":\
Sought By Three Applicant.
ever) expectation that, from some
THItEE l,il.I
ttll!. VESSEI '' Hl
ItECEPTION
Pesiiticed.
"
the Crittenden Commercial club, of
I 1W
Ttittirt (.11 int.
where, a fry rays of sunshine may
Marion, has appointed a delegation
s
come tomorrow, and last the balance
of ten. melon( thirty from Marion.
of the week, and thus assure the one
The mayor and president of the ComrnAsAN
TPII.
(Staff Correspondence.
SHOOT
l'EAL4A
NTS.
thing that is lacking now to make
mereml club may the delegation will ItEle eitTe WILL . lig RECK! ED Ne.t Trip Slay tic Nlilde lit .tenerica. Each Carried a Creak of at
El bert 11 u b bard _
Least
delighted
the show a treat success In every
Sag Parisians, Who W
let at'
be considerably in access of this
TV40%.*, Mit No Sign
thousands with hie "laittle JourneY
f,lfe
particulse—favorable weather.
s.•'
the
141111%
lug.
number.
but it may be wagterA that the
'digs Seen.
Today, horsemen are coming in
tali)
Bitterest, Houma, Oet. 2
Wholeof
forty-six Paducah business men to
From Murray, Hon. E. A. Hughes,
Fiscal court met this morning and
with their strings, and engaging sale desertion*
from the Russian
Metropolis last evening,. which. Mr.
mayor, has appointed lou delegates. adjourned until 1:30 o'clock this
quarters at Om fair grounds, where Black sea fleet are
reported by an and
F. L. Scott, arranged, and named a
a recent visit there has shown afternoon to give the finance cornParis, Oct. 2. -United States hereall horses will he locator'
Norfolk. Oct. 2. ---aptatin
E. H. officer of the Russian navy, himself
Mac- "Little Journey to
that their delegation will be over Jnittee time t aside bills.
after Is a quantity, to be. reckoned DarmId
Metropolis," long
Haley. of Murray, who was/so lilIC- a deserter, who
, of the British steamship
arrived at Oalatz. one %mired
will remain a subject of fond retrostrong.
This morning a motion was adopt- with In aeronautics. This Is the ver- Dielcydale, reports having
cessful last ytar, brought in a bunch According
to the oincer so many sailtwee three spection for ever.
maa who went.
Following are the delegations
ed to elect a poor farm keeper and dict following the victory of Lieuten- large sailing vessels turned
of seveuteen korses this morning and ors have deserte
d that three warbottom
It was a breezy trip from the time
ant
Lahni
the
In
balloon
county
from the comments of the wise ones, ships were
race for the upward tot sea. each vessel
commissioner
The Kuttawa Commercial club. Ye;
tomorr
ow
left practically
carried a tile steamer
without
George Cowling left the
There is talk. erew .4 at least twelve.
be will again carry off some of the men for weeks.
the citizens of Beaton, 34.0: Mason's morning at 10 o'clock. There are Gordon Bennett cup
No sign city wharf
owing-t
at
7 o'clock till it returned
o
Lehner
great
showing
best premiUms,
fully
,
that
30
applicants for the former
of life was anywhere, hut there was
Mill. 75, Melber 25: Calaton, It;
at 11:4.5. Metropolis met us with
the next diatom- race should be held much
Position
.
in the string are Barfield,• surrey
There
Sr.
Birmin
three
floating
gham.
applica
g;
wreckag
nts
Princet
e
on,
Aortal Bewitsolity of Cemorielie.
The name.. outstre
15;
tched hands and
in America.‘
waved
us
hone, "Miertln," combination home;
of the ieseel. "uib.j nOtin Seen
)(hereon. Russia, Oct. 2.-- Nine Wickliffe, 6e: Eddyyule, It: Height*, for the latter position, Magistrates
adieu when we left. The - spirit of
Charles
"Geld Dust." saddle hone; "Bled," ty-seven
Emery and .1. H. Burnett
peasants were tried here to- 20: Bayou, lb: Joy. 5. Carrevilie, 3;
the trip was one of jollity anti the
a light harness. entry. "Maud H." a day
on a charge of having devastat- Pinckneyville, 7; Birdevele, 4; Cat- and R. J. Barber, the present incumevening was replete with incidents
bent.
peciag roadster, and several other ed the estate
of lt.,Kriveshein, for- "ert City. 9: Scolthland, 85: May'
both amusing anti vital.
_
entries.
The sheriff will Frenort tomorrow
• itratfi minister hr-rilfrofell dtit y- field. AI; Oscar, It; Selena. 3;
The vital part was when, after
a
it J. Farley, W. M. Mason and A. three were sentenc
and
tirvil he does the treasurer and
Kes11. GO: hilliborn, 30. Graves
ed to imprison- tOn•
speech by Mr. Mark Wyo.**, Motet
B. Hays, of iferray. Melo wand in 110111P ment and
county, 18; Thine. 3; COW, 36; commissioner of the funds will be
24 acquitted.
engineer of the surveying party of
RECRUITED FM's! RANKS OF MORMO
promising looking entree
N
LEADER
II is FIVE the New
The trial brought out a recital or La (Seater, 33; Barlow, 40; Lope Oak, unable to report.
York Central. In which he
CUBAN ISSI*146ENTS.,
Boswell & Hayes. of Mayfield. the horribl
'34);
WIVES
Metropolis, 10-0; State eine, so;
LIVING.
e atrocities committed by
said
a
railroad
was assured into Mehave some candidates that look well. Abe
authorities upon the &relined Bardwell. 5; Lamas(-o. 4; Albany. 3;
(Newt Notre.
tropolis and across the river into Pachief of which leeDr. Knox. who has peasant
Dexter,
State
3;
board of agriculture
Marish F. Hart waived right to
, The chief of the district,
ducah
under certain
conditions.
Laken the &et prises in every event accompa
Peresi in (atop/014m of Cuha %%Mos"!
nied by a detachhient of and statistics, 8; Lonisville Commer- qualify as administratex of the es- Cele
Judge R. T. Lightfoot who spoke
E•amina
sion
and
in %tint he ha& been entered the past Cossacks
cial
club,
5;
Id*,
Ky.,
h0;
Has
tate
Bowling
listen Iteach.el to
of the late George 0. Hart, and
rem- bed the estate soon afsilted
Was Deceantsed After Being
next, said that a railroad was astwo see sons. "Chester Dare" and
Green, Et; Henshaw sod Paducah. on motion of heirs.
Mt atte,
ter -the devastation and all
George 11 Hart
sured beyond the shadow if a doubt
Held
Peasant
Over.
s
several other top notchers are among there
was made administrator.
were at once gathered In. No 200,
The ine,tlent of next importance
them.
•
investigation was made. The chief inIn an evening 111:ed with snappy scBertram & Son, of Milan. shipped vited
priests es administer the last
Three More Limn.
. was a little act of spontaneity
Havana, Oct. 2.—Now is the crua string this morning which will be In
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 3. -Jossacrament of the church to the prisThree more mechanics' liens were cial period
and originality by
Mr. Frank L.
in lb. Americon occur:a- eph F. Smith. president of
tomorrow.
the Mor- Scott.
oners and then ordered the Cossacks
filed in county court yesterday after- ll= of Cuba.
At the close of the speaking,
• In the next few days mon church, was arrested
The rains of this week are dis- to
and
bound
beat them all to death
noon late by creditors of the Reh- it will be determi
Capt. J. F. McCartney opened
the
ned whether the over to the dletrict court
couraging to the promoters, but they
today, on books of
The butcher)
- continued tor four 1VA4
kopf Saddlery company. They are United States, will
the Metropolis Commercial
be able to occupy • charge of living unlawfully
Title Too 11tDENT.C1.E11K
saY that if the sun wits shine tomor- hours, and
•
with
23 peasants were kills's!
Rex Imperial
flub for new members front the citiLeather company. the island peacefully or engage
row for only a few hours the grounds
BIG DEMOCRATS.
In Sr. wives.
and 135 mutilated. The Cossacks.
WA; Woelfel Leather company. guerilla warfare
zens present.
Eleven
responded.
with hundreds of
will be In excellent condition, They
The
complai
nt
was
sworn to by a Then
then thoroughly tired out, compell$R5; Recorrey Stirrup company, former Insurge
Mr:- Scott rose and asked pernts now turned bandita Mormon deputy
are rolling and drain quickly, and
sheriff
and
was
ed the peasants to continue flogging
$10.55.
mission to have his name enrolled on
indications are that
with the work the association 18 domany
rebels, served by the order of a Mormon
one another, and men had to beat Woodson',, Parker's and Taggar
the books of the Metropolis Commerasked to lay down their arms, will sheriff and the conimit
es
ing today and will do tomorrow, toeng magistrate cial
their own brothers, sons and fathers.
Mar Arrested for Slurrying Teo
Our) as a member. It so clearly
.In liankruptey.
take to
woods and mountains and is also a Mormon,
morrow night they will be in fine
Mei victims thus slaughtered were
Today in the bankruptcy court W. support
was the right thing done at the right
Much.
emseives to highway robsteam
Smith
was
released
immediately time, that a
Jalloceat and those really guilty esGold in the case of W. M. Ander- bery.
burst of applause which
flowing this Governor Taft after his arrest and
Arrange:sante for the convenienwaived prelimincaped by night,
son, both of Marchall county, filed a has proceeded
exceeded in enthusiasm any before
cautiously
ces of the patrons are being Made
in
his ary hearing. After being bound over
petition to enforce a lien on the moves being made
levet), broke forth. Messrs. W P.
about &garment he was released on his own recogniztoday and by tomorrow everything
New York, Oct. 2.—Eugene C.
homestesd for a debt of $1.111.1. Ref- of rebels and disbarel
liumm-el, W. I), Coons. H. C. Rhodes.
lng
Will have been arranged.
of Witte- ance. Smith reached here two days
Bagwell, wanted in Kansa to answer
eree Bagby isimed_en order for An- pent armies 1)4
Sol Dreyfune, Ben Wellle. J. W. Wal,111 no longer Is pos- ago on his way from Europe.
There already are a number of visa charge of bigamy, who, under the
He then lerstein
derson to appear and show cause "shy etble. The insurge
, L. W. Henneberger, R T.
nts must be die- 1 learned that •n attempt had
itors In the city, and tomorrow will
alias of John,.J. Brown. Is said to
been Lightfoot
he should not pay the claim.
and H. A. Petter follsswed
banded
and
sent
home,
before pro-4.made to secure his arrest for statusee • big influx of them.
have tempered with the affections of
cress 'Is made In re-establishing Cu- tore-75Wenses in connect
The seating arrangements In the REGISTRATION IS PROGRESSING about a hundred young and innocent
ion with the
But to get hack to railroads
ban stability.
In a
atm of his forty-l•Wed
women hereabouts while he served
grand stand will he ample to take
IN ALL PRIKVINCTIL
quiet and •arnest talk, Ur. Wyman
as confidential secretary of ex-Judge
rare of the patrons, and the asaociaurged co-operation both by .MetropAlton B. Perker. -le recoverlog from
tion has a few more boxes for sale
- oils and Paducah toward securing a
the injuries he -received by leaping
The women of Grace Episcopal
railroad, and aseerted that the New
Estimated That About Ore-Third of headforemost
from a Broadway ter FINE AGAINST SENAT
church hare the refreshment conOR CAMPYuri...Central would come Through
the Vote is Represented—
In a desperate effort to escape his
e...felons at the horse show, and are
BELL FOR CONTEMPT.
Into Paducah provided, not that a
Rush Tonioht.
raptors, and will begin to fight extraarranging to serve hot coffee. charscash bonus was given, but only that
ARE NEEDED AT
RIVER
CONTI
SIDE
NTED
IT
REQUE
ST
OF
dition
tomorrow. Armed with the
CUM
late and nutratantials as well as ices.
a fair opportunity to get businettewan
HOSPITAL NOW.
MONWEILTH'S OTTORNET.
indictment the sheriff of Oswego.
if desired, in the
most attractive
afforded the road when it .did get
Said
the
Court
and
Proateru
tor
Were
Kaa.,
has
started
Manner. Twenty charming girls of
for this ttlty to get
From indications the registration
built. He said the Ilne would Corns
There to Defers(' the Ice
the prisoner.
the younger society set will wait on will be light today, but nothing
can
from
Chicago and that It
would
. Tryst.
New 'Oaf of Surgeon*. erd Physic- No tester,eon %Dude Itv
the patrons daring the evening.
The rapidity with which Bagwell.
definitely be told
until after die
t•ntlitse I for cross the Ohio river at some point
under the cognomen of-Brown. could
lens Elected at Meeting of the
Decosasof_Thie Slakes Fourth
polls close at 9 o'clock.
between Louisville and Cairo and that
IHreters.
Will Wow Up Coach.
Trial,
This &Demon at press time an woo and win the gentler sex. as Indiif we desire to have It cross here.
cated
by his great collection of love
Kingfleher. Okla., Oct
It coat Senator Whee:er Campbell
which 'a'ould suit the company he
2.—The average of one-third had registered
letters, was something remarkable. $5 for making a chsrge
smoking car of the Rock Island Pas- At the north aide of the _court
represents, we must extend the band.
against the
house
senger train, which
court and proseeutof while defendplunged
of equal treatment and make It pasinto 40 out of 125 had registered. At .A glance, a brief chat and a love
The board of direktors of Riverside
Gebrge
town.
Kr., Oct. 2.—The
lye was all that Brown tweeted to ing Ed Vasseur and
Cleenaron river near Dover, Septem- the south side. No. 2, te out
sible for them to build the road in a
Herman Will hospital 'elected another visiting ease
of 75
of the commonwealth against
need to capture a heart.
ber IS. will be blown up with dyna- had registered. and at the
Hales, accused of knowingly recelv- staff of
reasonable east. For count-11w to resouth side
physicians yesterday after- Caleb Powers, charged
with com- fuge
mite. The bodies of several 1Wrsons of the court house. No. 1,
He first obtained a clerical position ine and
disposing
terminal facilities and franof lee tickets soon to serve through October and
only 26
plicity
in the Goebel annassination,
are believed to be In the coach, the out of 140. Other precincts
chises; for property owners to hold
report in .he Westinghouse company's office stolen from the li. A. Petter Ice November es follows:
was called in the circuit court this
interior of which Is inaecessable on about the IMP. IVO •
onJ later held positions with Tom company.
up the railroad for exorbitant prices
Surgery, Frank Boyd. J. D. Robert morning and
the commonwealth's
account of the water.
Taggart
,
He
!Trey
Woorho
tried
for right of way: and finally, for the
n and Judge
to show that the boys -ton, medicine, W. C, Eubank
This mornin.g many officers were
s and attorney stated that he had made no
secured the tickets to benefit the 5. P. Pulliam
bushes" interests to betridifferent in
not on hand and at several pre- Parker.
; -obsterlos, Dr. Delia preparation for the trial this
term of giving
public
by
selling
them
the new road business. would
Waal Army Pforara,
at a rate Caldwell; genito urinary,.Dr. L. L.. court
cinct's votera could not register.
There being no objection
lower than H. A. Petter, the owner.
Inevitably stele the plans to crow.,
St. Louis, Oct. 2.—A rush order This kept laboring men from regisCOTTON MANTTrACTI'REItS
Smith; ear, e.Ye, nose, and; throe, Dr. from the defense, the case
.
was
condid. The court broke in on some of Reynolds.
the river at this point.
for 1.600 horses for service in Cuba tering and after slipper it Is expecte
tinued. Powers has been tried three
d
was received at the National stock a rush will come on.
Judge Lightfoot in a reminiscent
These will giv.. their services to times, being sentenc
lii England May Rake Price ef Their his argument and the attorney reed to life Im- talk
plied that he understood the prose- the hospital
of some length, niele the asseryards today from the quartermasfree In the public wards, prisonment twice and death
Product.
once.
ruling attorney and court were there Recording
tion before mentioned, that it trunk
ter's department.
to promise when the hasto protect the Ice trust.
tine was coining across at Metropo
Ate bond Immo was agreed en by
London, Oct. 2.—Probability of a
"Five dollars the for contempt of the legislat
lis 'whether or no. He said that auDeeds Filed.
ive hoard,.
shortage In the cotters crop in kinetcourt" Judge Puryeer promptly an.
dience was the first party that had
Aodrew P. Homburg to William
Dr. Frank Boyd was directed to go
It is the daily average Heteics is causing much anxiety among
immured
,
heard him make the assertion,
and
leaned
linglert, property in the Harahan
WEATII
hack
to
in
Elt
Louisvil
his
—
le
Threatening
to procure nurses, the
t/110bn of at newspaper that the
manufacturers here. The price of
chair to hear the remainder of the business,of the
relit, 3. F. MOCartfaey opened
addition, $600.
with 4rrirougkitivil sh,terere tonight
shrewd advertiser investigates—
lostItytIon being ,on
th
manufactured Artie:es are to be
argument.
meeting and suggested Judge
Margaret Arts to D. G. Murrell,
Wednee
and
day.
rapid
increas
The
"High Water" days don't count.
e.
Istitheet
J.
raised accordingly,
Oroperty neer Twentieth and (ley
temperlituns reached yesterday 'Willis as chairman. Mr.. Albeit Rai
The Rules daily average last
Mrs. Maggie NenneMaiter. ol
ley spoke first and dealt with
streets, $1 and other erfeilleration.
was 57 rind the lowest today
Miss Gigue Berger, who lives with
mouth was II•40.
Hamner Sails.
Smith Fifth street, has returned lier.atint Mrs. Wnx,
value of immigration to us
Was MI.
Aday.
in
of
J013114
New York, Oct, 2 ---The transport home from
past, end that It would he am
a throe motitere else fe strait, left today for Tebetnah I.
T.,
Sumner sailedrrOM Brooklyn today her Mother
in Rritherfotell, Tenn.
to visit her parents.
•
•
(Continued on Page You
••
.
••'
44/44.01
/
44"h04
,
4,4,44•••••••••.04,4./4
1
4W44/4•4•••
44

HEART BREAKER

• 4 4

ENTERTAINMENT
ACROSS THE RIM

FIVE DOLLARS

- MORE NURSES

POWERS CASE

"

ST. LOUIS IS NOW A PRINCIPALSHIP
GREATLY EXCITED FOR MISS MORGAN

TVESBAY, OCTOBER 2.

isoximpiPMIIIImiNIENEINIM ear

Camper Has Stirred

Up People
Takes Charge of The
McKinof Mound City.
ley Building.

"Try the New Store"

tri

7

Boys' and Young Men's Clothes
a Feature With Us
WE

111. medicines Mese seem
Homed of Arbitration
ingly flestic UI The( elt% ClaimAdolos sitek
Re/solution and Itecommend.e
ed for Them.
Her to Place.

TORIPI

EASTERN

itelletirrs

vutwitai.

S4.'III0OL

TIMISTEEIS

want the mothers who buy
for the boys to know that
we have a
special boys' departmen
t-the most modern in Pad
ucah-of easy
access, on first floor, whe
re they will find it a ::on
venient and comfortable
place to visit. The stoc
ks are all fresh and
ncw, including excellent
school suits rightly made
at
$4.00. Fine juvenile clot
hing and
dress clothes for boys at $4.
50 to $8.50,

ToN1GHT

Vt. Louie. (Jet. 1.-Thie city is
at
With the resolution of the board
Presets( In the tuide of an exciteme
nt of arbitratio
n recommending to the
beyond anything that it has
caper- echool
board that Miss Emma Morin recent years.
gan be giveu the principalship of
Old and young. rich and poor,
the
all McKinley
bending, the long drawnseem to have become beside
them- out
and bitterly contested eontroverselves over an individual who
was a sy
over the recommendations of the
stranger to St. Louis until two
weeks comm
ittee on examination., came to
age.
The man who has created all this an end last night. The school board
will abide by the recommendation of
turmoil is 1.. T .Cooper, presi
dent of
the board of arbitration.
the temper Mediclue ('o., of Dayt
on.
There was an evident desire to
Ohio, who is at present intr
oducing
fluisb the question last night so
his preparations in this city for
that
the the
school board at 1:a meeting tofirst time.
night may get to work to put the
Cooper is a mac about thirty
years schoo
:s on the same, plane as last
of age who hay acquired a
fortune
year. Several perusal testified last
within the pale two )ears by the
sale
night
among them being Prof.
of sumo preparations of whic
h he is
Payne, Supt. Lieb and Mies Moreau.
the owner.
Reports from *astern cities that The vote, which settied the question
was 7 to 3. Resolutions asserting in
preceded the voting man here
were of
the main that more harm than good
*le most startling nature. Many
of
would come to the schools from conthe leading dailies going so far
ae
gethe controversy and recomstate that he had nightly cureLi
b
mtuding Miss Morgan as principal of
lie places, deafness of years' Win
with one of his preparations. The the McKinley building, were adopted by that vote. The aMrmative was
physicians of the east eontr
adicted
Dorian, Brooks, Winstead, Farl
this statement, claiming the thin
ey.
g to
Sutherland, Garrison and Cole. Negbe Impossible, but the facts seem
ed
ative
, Potter, kelier and Boone. The
to bear out the statement that Cooper
resoiutioas follow:
actually did so.
In eonsevence people flocked to
We, the committee appointed
IA
WO by thousands and his preparations the board of education of the IF"ad
le
sold We- -wildfire-cab public schools for the purpose
Mawr dr ftetie stories were regard. of adjudiging Whether Miss F:11111
13
ad as fictitious in St. Lotils,
and until Morgan should be given a place in
Cooper actually reache0 this.c
ity lit- the public schools, beg to submit the
tle attention was paid to them. Hard following:
MIK li.‘44/SY . VeleeS'fr. -ALL
- TIEF-V
ly bad the young man arrived,
The objections raised
howagainst
W.SITING FOR:
ever, had -);e began demonitratio
ns, Miss Morgan areas follows: I. Inarhe calls them. in public,
and daily subordination; 2. IneMciency. (a) In
met people afflicted with deaf
ness, class work. (b) in discipline; 3.
and with a single appticition actua
lly Lack of punctuality. The first conmade deaf people hear agaia.
tention has been attested by the
so' Shawnee(' by
manly of the original
In addition to this work' Coop
er perintendent of schools, by the high N.tw ork lllll
itany in George .%de's
advance the -them- that tatom
ach school principal under whom Miss Oreatiet Come
dytroubtf wiliF114 foundation of Anis Morgan has served
during the last
out of ten diseases, and claimed
to school year.
have a preparation that wou:d
The second count has been
restore
atthe stomach to 'working order,
and tested by the superintendent and the
thus get rid of such troubles as
rheu- high school principal, and admitted
matism and affections of the kidn
AS RILL sAYS
eys in part by Miss Morgan.
and liver In abet two weeks' time.
,The third count is admitted in toThis statismsini seems to have
The beet play of its kind
been te be Miss Morgan.
ever proborne out by the remarkable resul
219-223 12240A0WA
ts sNotwithstanding the facts abov
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e
obtained through the use of this prepset forth, and our feelings that
the 319 nights in
aration, and now all St. Louis Is
New York. 11 weeks
ap- schools are best served where ther
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parently mad over the young
In (%lease.
man.
is absceute harmony and co-opert
His headqnarters resemble a verit eon,
yet, In view of existing condi- Nine weeks in Itieton.
Eight weeks
able stampede. Thonsancle of people
tions In which the community has
lii Philadelphia(
are visiting him each day, and
the divided itself pro and con, and
madruggists are seillegehts medielne
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e in ny right-minded citmens have
EVII R. LUCtaken
enormous quantities.
decide-4 stands without a"full know
KS:TT.
lWhat seems to make Cooper still edge of _the facts
Wng known, and
more popular is the fact that he prac- in view of
Prices 215c, 81k, 50c, 71k,
the further consideration
Ill. 41.50
tices extensive charitable work,
$1.30. seam on tette Mond
and that the confusion necessarily arisay aern
has already dispensed a small fort
une ing out of Ibis one etse has had, and
among the poor of this city.
Mmes.
is having a 'bad effect upon the
en- List
of new subscribers adde
How long the tremendous Interest tire city school Rye en, we
d by tht
believe
East Tennessee Telephon
in Cooper will last is hard to estimate. that less harm
would COMP from
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At present there seems
placing Miss Morgan in the schools
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of a let-up. Physicians claim
theikien•eontInulng the contenti
Don't for a moment
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a fad that will die out as soon
Twelfth.
as which seems to he growing further
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2.534
k of letting the Chil-Gordon, Capt. E., 403
Cooper leaves.
from a settlement each day.
South
Fifth
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dren go to School during
In justice to him, however, it must
much as the appointment to
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sloppy weather of the
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accomplished a great deal for
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next
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That are evident to all, therefor
sick of this city with his prep
e we
era773-Ivy A. J., ft F. D.
recomniend that Miss Emma
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good rubbers.
Morgan
be placed in charge of the McKi
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Like
othe
r commodities telephone
school subject( to regulation
We've a splendid line
s governservice should be paid for
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according
_
of
Chil
dren'ii School Rubto its worth-and value.
New Sou-eh-Wales had 40,400,0
We have in the city over
bers
in
all good styles
0e
1,000
sheep in 1905, an increase of 4,5441,- subscribers
or five times as many as
and in all sizes.
0Iet over 1904.
the Independent company;
outsider
the city and within the
county we
have 63 times as many subsc
ribers as
the Independent company.
Yet we
will place a telephone
in your reeldenceset the same rate the
independ
ent companer, Is supposed
to charge,
and provide in addition,
Ac&irding to
long distance facilities which will
National League.
enable you
size.
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telies- Moser and Donovan;
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home
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Lundgren and Moran.
Call 300 for further
information.
CAST .TENNESSEE.
Second (lame,
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Phil
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Bridge or Whist Party
Reulbach and Moran.
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$2.50 to

We Want the Young Men to Kn
ob?
That our special designed
clothes for young men
are the talk of the town.
They've made a "big hit
" with all the boys-bec
ause they're different
from any clothes shown he.r
e, and they're out of
the ordinary.

$7.50 to $25
t
I

'

-

. 415T0411ii
41/
te
1131
116v
rair
v.ary- *
enigma* •
WPM

/4 O TN- 1 PNot4e.sJONA,
Srory -

ER
COAL CO.

-DEN g

BEST

MOAN ARBUCLE

Remember these facts are not mislea
ding. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsb
urg Coal from us-,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as
.big bushels, just as good coal and as mu
ch coal as your
money will buy anywhere.

The County Chairman

Rudy, Philtips 4 Co,

THE BIG LEAGUES

Ei

40c, 50c to 75c.

it

f.
COKE
poR the next 30 days we will

sell
crushed coke at 9c per bushel
and lump at 8c per bushel. Now
is the
time to get your winter's supply.
Sa
50 per cent in your fuel bill bu ve
rning
coke.

PADUCAH GAS AND
FUEL CO.

Playing Cards

1

t

B. Id PHERSON

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING
SUN

r).•

1'ICE TH rt 11,

run

PXDUCXR EVENINU RUN

r

IT-P.ADAY, OCTOBER 2.

Buck's Stove ,
011 30 days free trial
_
;.-004\ •••'•
•

THROUGH special arrangements with the
Bucks Stove and Range Company, we are
able to make the fairest and most extraordinary
stove offer ever made to the buying public of
Paducah.
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THE *GUARANTEE
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We will send to any homein _the,city—or--a-Bucles
Range, Cook Stove or Heater, free of any charge whatever.
After it has been used for thirty days, if it does not peOve to
he
what it really is---the finest product of the stove makers' art--we will remove it without charge. If at the end of thirty day
s
the stove has proved its merits, it my be paid for under our
liberal partial payment plan, or in one payment---as you cho
ose.

•

_ And we will give you our written guarantee that we will
do as we say we will. See tfie certificate in our window.
This offer is based upon our confidence in Buck's Stoves and
Ranges. We are so sure that these stoves are without rival
s, and
we are so sure'_uLtheiattractiveness of this offer, that we are
making preparations to do even more than the lion's shar
e of the stove
business this fall

The Time Limit
We expect to put hundreds of Buck's Stoves in hundreds of Paduca
h homes within the next 30 days. Will you be one of them ?
This offer stands good for thirty days only. Let us send you a stov
e today, while the assortment is large. Any stove ordered
during this sale will be held for future delivecy on these terms.

E
To Buy

Warerooms 405-407 Jefferson Street.

Largest Housefurnishers in the World
•
•

E
To Pay

IMP
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PaDura4 Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

aY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INCORPORATED
•HkiL tossellest.
si
NI *Lager.

_Hums J. PAIT011.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
flatered at the poatoffice a; Paducah. Ky., es
wooed clew matter )

THE DAILY SUN
ysorrier, per week
.
.01 twill, per aseatt, in
_
sly sesu. per year, I.
THE WEEKLY SUN
Ithr year, by NAIL patted
,Irs10 ----Address. TEE sett Pulesse. Ky.

111& •---•••••".".**-

eler ;use, have eerlottels injure
oue effctif on the prosperity of
the town and Its various foetus
of growth. The queetion remains, what Is to be done about
II,
tieveral methods of procedure
suggest themselves. One Is to
press into service the vegrent
element_

.10
.40
4.9.I

JOURNEY TO
METROPOUS

11 °Silvio A comeaut tte0.11retham
Foreman Bro. :
w. E. Cochran,
Cochran Shm company; D. J. Mtn'

1..; Will Green
and H. A. Peter H. A. iPetter boat
store; W. C. Ono, Gray's buffet; 1.
W. Henneberger, L. W. Henneberger
company; E. P. Tout, Cohanktts
(0outinued From Page One.) .
Manufacturing company.
H. R. Hank°. Hank Bros.' Hardable now. He caused amusement by ware company.
saying that Paducah had an indissoluble bond of friendship with Met rcipolls because so LARS, of mu e.g.)t teats had beeep miterviadithere.
Tire Betwoes Cities.
In a conspiracy made on the boat
coming down, the program was remade placing on it men who had not
been emitted to prepare speeches HOWIE SHOW ...October 11, 4, 5, d
tithoher
This caused the' expected amusement IMMIGRATION
labeY,

. C. & St.

*

TCF.SDAV. OCTOBER 2.

To See or Not to See
riat
is the Question

HOW EYE STRAIN
CAUSES EYE DISEASES.

• It is by taking Just such trips as
Eye strain is the direct caute of Most eye
that taken to Metropolis last night
diseasee. It
produces SIU irritation awl
by the busliness men of Paducah.
oongestiou of the delicate
berves cO'muselett of
that the Louisville Ceiturnereial club
the eye, and poor ciftiblation of
__ -has strengthene
loloOd Iartixe
d toter, cemmeted the
OWWWIs US South Tv rd.
TRLSPNONEISUS community of Interest between
busiA general weakness of all the nerves and
muscles of
• ease Young Chicago and New York rep ness men and spread the name and
the
eyes
is the result of this Door circulation, and the blood
desessesives.
influence of Louisville throughout
supply may be ent off entirely from certain
THI SUN COO be tooted es lee following the south. Those business men, who
parts.
maw
spent an hour together on the CowlIn this way any kind of eye disease may be produced.
IL D. Clemens. &OD.
It may be cataing going down to Metropolis on • but the extemporaneous speeches
ract, it map be optic nerve trouble, glaueonia,
Vas Cults Bros
ulcers.
granulated
lids, or any
cottution mitsion, *Old another hour were well received. Mr. Sol Dreyfuss
KE
Palmer House.
T TIIK.1T ER.
other eye disease. Any of these diseases if neglected
JAR Wilhelm a
may. result in blindnese.
together talking over the result on plead for co-operation between Me- TONIGHT .... ..County Chairnum
the -way back. "got together" in the tropolis and Paducah whose interests
Headache is another result of eye strain. It has been peeved that nearly
right sense of that useful expression. were In common. F. A. Trouadale,
every case of chronic headache that does not yield
The Sweetest Singer.
to treatment is caused by
The visit did much to bring Paducah editor of the Metropolis Herald, said
it was with the best play and best
eye strain.
and Metropolis together, but it did now was the time to act to get re- company he ever brought to Padueven more for the Psducabens. The sults and that we had been indiffer- cah that the popular favorite, Al H
men who went down had
met on ent too long. Mr H. C. Rhodes em- Wilson made his annual visit to PaBroadway in comine.-.1e1 transac- phasized the value of immigration to dueeh last night. Tears and laughClIt47ULATION STATEMENT.
tions, in which *mine %ere aligned on both eltiees. Mr. W. P. Hummel ex- ter were the tributes accorded "Metz
one side of a bargain and some on cused the absence of President J. L. In the Alps." at The Kentucky theaSeptember, 1900.
There is only one remedy for eye strainmet, perhaps. Friedman, who unavoidably was de- ter. The star sang as he always
..3881
17
1•
3975 another. They had
3
.3885
18
3949 socially when "shop talk" was fos tained, and threw in a "boost" for sings, straight Into the hearts of the
PROPERLY FITTED (ILASSEH. Wearing
A noted duct°, says
4.
..3s7S
19
3942 bidden as a breach of etiquette: but the horse show. Mr. McCartney in listeners, sod the greedy audience
that wrong emit...sea
the
most
of
them
never
had
before
address
his
of
welcome
glasses that are not carreet will do harm instead
.3880
gave the key' could not
20
t,enough
Cell efter call
3931
are worse than putson.
•
brought the patient singer to the
.3902
21
3959 enjoyed the privilege of moving to- note of the evening as 'to-operation
Correctly
fitted
of
eye
good.
7.
feogights for another song. The
. 3917
22
39411 gether on a common project for the between the two cities.
glasses are eye helps,
advancemen
Paducah
t
their
yid
of
When the Paducah delegation en- *hole company was excellent, and the
.3913
24
3938
own material welfare. We expect to tered the county court 'Wont the cit- Oise was Urengthened by the prev......31131
2
3929
hear of these half hundred 'Men do- izens present vacated their seats giv- ente le the treat of Julia Batchelder,
11.:......31,00
26
3935
ing other'things for the city. There ing the central portion to the visitors. a Patineeh favorite, who appeared
12
.3911
27
4019
Let us tit your glasses and they will be oorrectly
nothintiAlo
berimetale
After the speaking the party adjourn- tere tut lea-dind woman with Harry
13..
.3950
28
4045
titted.
We have all the latest eleetrical instrumental for
ed
to the State hotel where refresh- Beresford le the "Professor's Love
14
.3992
29
4003
eye testing and use tall the latest and beat methods of
And now. Gentlemen of the hoard ments of crease and cake were served Ftory."
35
.3965
ett
of ar Oriole. we congratulate you in the dining room. Neu, of the
fitting glasses.
Total
98,479
raNced !ha this uisplemant guests restored by request.
County Chairman Teettglit.
is 'ended. 'robe* has been
A lesson in hospitality' could
be
Average for September, 19e6 391
Laughter is in vogue wherever
a •anklees task. You have made learned last evening by Kentuckian*.
Average for September, 1911l,
3656
Maclyn Arbuckle in "The County
*sacrifices ofeyour comfort to do All arrangements for receiving and
-Chairman" is presented and George
something is which yeti had no per- handling the party
were adequate Ada has caught and pictured with
Increase
293
a
sonal 'merest greeter than that of and thorough. Capt. J. F. McCain
facile pewit.. foibles of a country
Personally appeated before me, any other citizen. You reeeived no ney made an admirable host. Even community and shed the gentle light
this (tenter 1, 1906. IC J Paxton. compensation. It is the perform- 'the newspaper men who accompanied (If his nature upon them. It is in his
ance of such duties that win our ap- the party had been thought of, a sure
ceteral manager of The Sun, who if-types" that Ads is seen to advanprobatton.
evidence of thorough preperation A tage and
Optic& Hetadquarteerss of Paducah.
thins that the above statement of-the
"The County Chairman"
609 Breakaway.
raiirped may result from lest night's which
°peon Aitseturdeey INIeehtm
circulation of The Sun for the inz%g
Will be presented at the KenA Missouri. writer has just com- meeting, but the consensus of opinion
of Sep:ember, 1906, ya true to the
tucky tonight abounds wIth,the charpleted a "companion piece" to His- was that the greatest gain had bees
best of his knowledge and belief.
acters from every life and those who
ssatha. SIllte Hiawatha has retired made In the esteem mutually aroused
PETER PCRYF SR Nolan. public,
kuow
aseociatIon are vividly
My commission expires Je,nuary permanentcy after a long run and In boas parties. "The tie that binds," drawn with just enough caricature
terbuient season before the public, was laid bare.
It 1908.
to make them. eland Mit.leriellY from
It no doubt needs a commotion, but
Moot Court,
the canvas..Hare we haat the blur
the aspiring author .can expect to
_ .
.
The Paducah Military band acDeily Thought.
reap little renown.
Perhaps. Hia- companied the party. The Metropo"A life without. ern ideal is • life watha has retired
Miseenri lis Concert bend
Into
met them at the
Without a hope"
'
some w here.
wharf and escorted the party to the
a.
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
court house. On the trip down. a
STATE IS INTe3RESTIED.
rt.$i 00 Wane contains 29 Winos tioll trial Was ir Rica mania nat SO swim
- - Memphis has two eendidates for Mock trial was held at which Judge
Paducah .and southern Kentucky
mesas° ONLY AT TWO LAAORATOFY OF
police judge
named. respectively. Lightfoot presided. Mr. Mike Michare striving to 'settle the labor and
0
i C. DoWITT as COMPANY.
114/PLA end Cockleft, and the Memphis eel was ILICCUMEN2 of having given Mr.
CHICAGO. ILL
land question. not only for themAMR KV LANG AMOK
.
Commercial Appeal with undisguised Scott a two-Jolter bill and demands,n but for the whole state, possi\a
names, ing three dollars in change besides
bly for the south. Et.ev.here they sueurance pronounces their
"Don't you ever get any vac:Mimi'
sets: "34emphians know which poles a dollar for a ticket. Mr.
mud
pityingly asked the sleek thoroughhave been talking Immigration for
they prefer." Our preference would Barkley was *emitted for the Prom
bred. "Vacation!" exclaimed
months. AL the comeetion Mitred')
.01L
the
ai
depend on the me to which we in- ecutiun and Mr. Will Hummel for
work horse. "I can go out to the
and Friday an effort will be made to
tended to put him. •••
the defense. , Numerous witnesses
stable yard and roll over, any day In
do something. in central Kentucky
were introduced who were lined by.
the week, and I'll bet that's more
laborers for t he farms cannot be
Teddy Roosevelt, Jr., has just got the court for contempt, 'the Judie
than you ever get to do."--Chicago
found, but our slow neighbors are
juet beginning to talk-about a rem- into ,s. serape by tniziag In an affair was Impeached, the witnesses agreed
Tribune.
weft' to swear to anything and disagreed
edy. Perhaps, they. will be interest- on Roston commons. There
ed when Secretary Coons, of the three others in. It, but we have never on everything. 'rep case came to
A whole field of buckwheat blosCommercial club tells them
som Is often blackened during the
about heard their names. Some times ob- that PARA where It Would have taken
a Philadelphia lawyer to find brad or
Passage of a thunderstorm.
the work of the Southern Kentucky scure parentage is a la:amiss
tall to it. As the boat only Was goImmigration convention
when
he
YOU FloN'r HOVE TO WAIT
addresses the State Development conAt the. Home for Indigent News- ing to Metropolis, it was decided to
Karr, dome makes yes feel better Lax- Pce
paper Meep in Colored% 400 acres make the prisoner drink a bottle of
vention at Winchester next week.
kee,e weer whole lanibka right. Sold na the
mosey-beck p'en eiwrywhere. Price in rata
The Lexington Leader Is alive to have been planted in fruit. "Canned something, which caused such a
the altnatlon as the following editor- fruit" would be quite a significant stampede of the jury and witnesses
to partake of the sentence, that the
While Americans take gree
dish for the inmates.
St pride
ial shows
court adjonrned In disgust.
and pleasure in
being called "a
' The question of labor in KenOn the trip back a business sesstrenuous people," it Is perhaps not
,
•;-1
If Palma retiree a poor man. there
tucky, which for the last two or
sion was held in the cabin to secure
generally appreciated that a greet
is distinction enough In that alone
'three years, his been gradually
volunteers for committee work dur,
many lsjure themselves physicallyobtreding Reel, has become
ing the convention. It is necessary
wrect isthmus systems, Invite Preacute. This applies to both town
to meet trains and boots and the atmature wriekles. gray heirs and inand country. Central Keutucky,
tendance of every business man at
firmities by-the hurry, worry way In
issebaes, is the region in the
the convention was urged.
which they live, neglecting in many
state must seriously affected.
The party disbanded at Fifth and
Instances proper care of the body and
Say,
On the one hand tonanierclal deBroadway after an evening which
letting the real pleasures of llte esWAS FARMER WHO 1111t0UGHT
velopment,
though
making
combined husioees and pleasure In a rugged personality of Jim Heckler, cape as a forfeit.
linrestrelned
SWINDLING CHARON.
strides, has inherent Impettie
greater degree probably than any the county chairman, admirably strenuousness
means
neurasthenia
More or Mee retarded by dearth
played
by Marlyn Arbuckle, as an ultimately.
other evening in. the history of the
of both skilled and unskilled laeasy going, open hearted spender,
clty.
Neurasthenia Is nerve-exhaustion
bor. On the other band the agbut one whose every energy is arms. and that means Inefficient'y
Itierhergell on
lien!Weal III
In the party were:
of the
rtctiltural-industry, in the midst
11.411ring In 1'0114re Cosa Thin
W. D. Coons, secretary of the Com- ed when upon a set purpose. The body to carry on vital functioning
.
of some of the finest farm lands
mercial club; D. D. Roger, George sort of a man who would stay up all Nerve centers lag; debility
%locoing.
ensues:
ihe wortd, Is languishing In
night
to
defeat an enemy. Jim Heck- listlessness and fatigue
Rock Shoe company, J. A. Bauer,
reign. Pain
unproductive idleness, on- y314POttery company; Sol Drey- ler, is a curio** emnposite of -easy. may be felt in the
back; fullness or
- tag bus--a modicum of the rich
fuss, Dreyfuss, Well & company; good heartednesi, sentiment and pressure at the
top of the hied: sleets
Henry Hennecemp, the young inharvests which their normal
John RInkleff, Thompson, Wilson & fierce hate. His frequent allusions to Is broken end without
refreshment;
enrolee agent charged
capacity woulej sillow, and this
by W. A.
company: Alben .Barkley. attorney: what "Bill Says" (referring to the digestion notably
M weak sod loss of
Beathel, a near-sighted farmer, with
bemuse even scant farm labor
Douglas Nash, Mergenthaler-Horton immortal
bard)
are extremely stMetite constipation and
tr diffitult to procure.
robbing him of $5, was acquitted In
distress
Basket company; J. W. McCloy. Pa- amusing. Mr. Ad.'s characters are after eating
are the rule. The headAnother remedy suggested is
police court this morning-The men
ducah Traction company. John Rock, works of close observation: the at- ache of
neurasthenia le like a hand
the introduction of thrifty forwho brought the diaries alleged that
Paducah Furniture company; W. T. mosphere of the piece. Is refreshing- around the
head; ordinarily Is worse
eigners, from the working pensHe.nneeemp offered to change a IP
Reid, Hank Ik Davis: J. l'T*ollards ly. wholesome and the types are pre- In the mornlng
and better towards
anlfry
These events suggest the snit and overmat
of
bill for him In a saloon. He stated
Austria, Germany.
and W. T. Hardy, Hardy Buggy com- sented without gross exaggeration or the end of
day, and Is probably the
Switserland, Sweden and other
that instead of returning him his
propositio
n, don't they f
pany: 0. B. Starks, Starks-CI:mans caricaturing.
Meclyn
Arbuckle's most cornrnon of all headaches which
countries, pay them good living
original bill, after saying he could
company: Charles and Ben Weille, original east and the same elaborate come for
Well,
we
want you to see our suit and
treatment.
wages anti develop by their well
not change it, he gave him a $1 bill
production will be seen in its entireH. WPM! & CDNIDany:
law
H.
A.
overcoat
proposition
s. We have the comNow,
drugs
do not help neurasknown frugality and great labor
roiled tsp. Judge Puryeer heard the
reties and Herman Graham, Coving- ty-.
thenia; that IR admitted; and phyplete lines of twelve of the leading manufacthe re-ourcer of a region unparevbence yesterday afternoon ant
ton Bros.: F.. W. Bockmon. Bockmon
sicians have long been acceetorned
alleted in natural productiveness
dismissed the ease this morning.
turers in the country, which gives us the
Coffee company: Mike
Why She Was Sacrificed.
Michael,
to mend
their neurasthenics away
Mir which, in a large mealier*.
Other cases'. Enoch Harlan, colorwidest possible range of patterns, styles Wei
"Why She Was Sacrificed" comes from
Michael Bros.: Luke Russell. Sher•
the cities to the mountains, seais dormant for want of proper
ed. disorderly conduct, 30 'days In
fabrics, as well as pricee, to show you.
rill-Russell eompany: J. E. Rogers. to the Kentucky theater October 4, shore,
abroad
or anywhere to find
cultivation.
jail; Will McKinley, colored, housePowell-Rogers company: R. D. Clem' for one performance. To the lovers
Nor matter what price you want, or what
new seems, and enjoy tranquil re/sot
The problem :hat presents itbreaking, continued: Jaime H. Hall„
ant,': Al Forms-m.1s,, Foreman
of exelt1frIt Marts, to those who en- ation. But t t
self to the teduittrititri, up-toyour fancy suggests in style or fabric, you
colored, disorderly condnet,
is (armlet mid
joy die sensattanal, will see, "Why
Melvl• and J. W.. RIlt1Willtteis.
there le a Sur , quiekr. and betlel
date central Kentucky farmer is
tied; Coats Eggteeton, usiug abusive
will find your money buys all it possibly can
lersteln Bros.: r W. Meyers, Nagel' She Was Sacrilleed." The company is
as well as 1
eAtt I y way -Osteoas ger:lour a one as it is to his
language towards Mrs. Al Iteduion,
here.
& Meyers: J. L. Wolff, Wolff Jewelry a good one and the press has spoken
pathy.
city brother. and we believe the
9111 end costs and 23.day-s in jell;
company: Ernest
lAckey, Hecht most favorably of the play In the
Suits front $7'.51/ to $40.
Osteopathy cures nenraethenia.-time Is at hand when both ninest
Pete, griffin, breach of pest*, cosclothing company; Charles De Werth different cities where It has been
,Ilrerrontv tho *arm:.
whieh
Is
met together for the purpose 'of
but
another
nervname
for
tinned; Sidney
Collier,
colored. ern, Myer-Schml
d, Clark Grocery produced.
ousness, .by !stimulation to the nerves
Intelligent solution through the
sleeping In box car, $5 and costs.
company: K. A. Rivera, George Oe.111and the circulation.
farmers' clubs and the, cities'
The col*. or Bud Elrod and I-Small schlaeg,er,
H. C. Rhodes, Rhodew
The season al Wallace park has
Chambers of Comnierce.
I can show youto your satisfacWilson for throwing '
,meter Into a Burford
company; F. Hummel, W. c'osed and the
work of preparation tion in a very few minutes why oat*
As applied to the farms. It Is
boy's eyes, wee loft open.
P. Hummel. Huntinel Bros.; It, T. for next
season not yet begun. Men- methyl Is the sane rational cure for
almost smpertitious to cot»ruent
Lightfoot.„ county judge; Wallace *ger William
Malone Is taking ad- ALL diseases; of the nerves.
on the deintage to agricultural inferriage Iderners.
Well, A. L. Well & company; J. L. vantage of
the interim tb make a
failure to develop the
Come to one me at any time be.
Joh; tita“ss, 60. 25, and Addle Thompsorie Racket
store; C. W. short southern tour with
his Moving tween the hovers of 9 and 12 in the
ity Of their *arms. Bet
Chapman. city, 21. colored
Brown. Paducah brewery; H. .1: Liv- picture
Machine He *pow in St. forenoon and 2 and 5 In the afterworth while to point Out
Peter Hurts 43. and Ella Baxter. ingston, Livingston Bros. Grocery
14selelleettring paper Max Kahn will noon. Dr (1. B. ?romp, SIC Bros:dcrop (allures, from whet37, both of Illinois.
company; 'Clarence JiousehOlder, L. aeeotttpiny
Mtn.
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Have You Prepared for
the Horse Show and the
Immigration Convention?
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(PRE PADUCAH EVENINTI SUN
People anel
Plossetnit Spots*,

DAILY ARRIVALS
Are becoming common occurrences
at our store. Every day we show an
entire new line and assortment of all
classes in Ready-to-Wear Garmenal.

Parties sending in accoonta of social entertaluenteda will please sign
diem, MA The Rau will not pablish
communications sent In that are not

will leave today for a business trip
to St. Louis and Cape Girardeau,
Mo .
Tips.
Miss Roxte Sneed. of 1218 Tennessee street, has gone to Mempnis to
visit.
Mr. Allen Rawlinson left yesterNOW IS THE accepted time for
day for Clarksville, Tenn., on busi- you
to look about your fire and tornaness.
do insurance, as fall and winter are
W V Eaton left this attendee for coining.
Remember the old and reLouisville on business.
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Mr. Ed Leigh, private secretary to Odic. No. 128 South Third street.
Of.
Governor Beckham. Harry Tandy gee telephone No.
940.
Resideum
and Hon. Louis P Head, clerk of Phone No. 1681.
We represent some
the Eddyville penitentiary, came of the oldest and beet
insurance comhome to register today
panies, which are paying their lame,
Promptly. We protect your Interest",
and you better be safe than sorry.
Give us a call.

. P1.01 FIVE.
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DID U KNOW?
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That the heat units in a HEATING
STOVE is what counts in beating
cold air? A stove may put forth its
best efforts to serve, but hacking in
heat units, can only heat a little
space around it.

D. A. FL October Program.
The Paducah chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution, will
hold the regular meeting for October on Friday afternon at 3 o'clqck.
Mrs. George C. Thompson, of West
Broadway, Is the hostess. As is Its
HEATING sad stove viol. fruit
custom. the chapter will devote the
Lavin, both phones 431.
winter to a regadar course of study
of early
FOR RENT-One side ofstein"
American
history, along N'AtArN COLUMN WITH sTlIFFT
varied lines, and an Interesting and
428 Broadway. PhonM 1513.
EtcWire Ready-leEmbalm 11111111-10.
comprehensive program has been
sear Store
FOR SALE- - 'dbirteen-room house.
• de •
WIN thrt .e
outlined for each month. The promodera worminess. Old phone 464
317 Broadway
311 Broadway
gram for the October meeting is:
CLEANING and pressing ueatly
Qnotation-"Now, by St
Paul, Indy Davis Rastaihse Broken taller- doe*. James Duffey,
old Phone 7111-r.
Hose and tistehms lailury to Are made with heat units everywhere.
the work goes bravely. on
'FOR
SALE
-Nice
harness horse.
Me Head.
Song-"Atnerica."
just concluded one of the moat sueThe
larger stoves have very powerApply 1720 Madison.
cedeful meetings of the year at the. Slimmer Reminifte"riceed-Dy Chan
KYR RJDN'f -Four rooms upotalrs.
ful circulation features also, making
LOC.1L
Baptist church at La Center, 23 addi- ter.
415 South Third Street.
it easy for HART'S STOVES to do
Patriotic Societieslions being the direct remain. A
In a collision of a Rtiodes-Burford
FOR SALE--Household furniture
la) Daughters of Revolution.
greet inhered t was manifest In the
the work, which is the reason they
delivery wagon and a south-bound Apply 420 South Sixth.
services, and under the inieuence of
(bl Dana()Item of American Rey- street car, No. 69. at 11:30 this
use so LITTLE FUEL and LAST
-For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
FOR SALE-Fine harness and sad
the strong sermons great good was dilution.
morning at Eighth end Adams streets
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have mov- accomplished .
die
horse.
Address
K.
The
care
Ben.
so LONG.
A number of condi(r) ewidnial Danced
Andy Davis. of Twelfth and Monroe
ed their flower store to 529 Broad- dates fur
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaMrs. Hnbbard S. Wells.
baptism
were imuieraed
termer, had his eollor bone broken
way.
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Medd
Sunday.
and en ugly gash cut In his head.
-Rd Alexander, the policeman, is
Third Or 127 North Fourth.
-We guarantee to please you
Jim
Hardipon,
the driver, was not
ill. He has been on his vacation but
.1
Children's Home Show Features.
with Old Taylor, Ky , Lump coal.
----AdR SALE -New
Remington
in
on returning borne wae unable to reWhile
each
horse show event has
Phone 335 Bradtey Brim.
The
etreet
charge
car.
of
In
motor- typewriter No. 6. Address C Boyd,
sume work, lie is mitering from
--The C. W. D M. anzillary of the Us Individual Interest, the children's man J. S. Bagby and Cunductor
P. 0. box 26, Paducah Ky,
M.
malarial fever.
First C istian ehurch will meet as feature absorbs, perhaps, more than B. Jordan, lid Ilse front wheel
FOR RENT--Three or tour nice
of
the
--Ctty subscribers - ter LBs Daily Thursd
fternoon at 3 o'cleek, with all the others combined. The com- wagon, knockhig it clear of
the rooms to email family. Apply 424
Sun who wlek the delivery of their
mittee In charge, under the head of traelis. The
Mrs.
Id.
dallies hitched to the Husbands, Old phone 2070.
papers stopped mast notify our cote
Vorls, dentist, 200 Fra- the talented chairman, Mrs. Joseph wagon had
gotten
acme«
and --Xl-CKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
lectors or make their, requests direct
I.. Friedman, have labored to make were not
tiding.
injured. Motorman Bactby 442, New 598 Delivered promptly.
to The Sun °MM. No'aftention wit)
e McCracken Count Medical it the happiest occasion of the week says the current had been reversed.
C. B. Bell & Sons.
be paid to such erders when given to
society will meet tonight in Dr. J. and bas assured their success by Se--Rice Miller, colored, 35 years
our carriers. Sqls Pub. Co
POR *NT- Three unfurnished
G. Brook's odes In the Trueheart cu ring : Eunice Voris, age two and old, died at 220
North Twelfth rooms for housekeepin
--d'apt. J. W. Bush. of Smithland
•
g. Apply at
building. Dr. „brooks viii lecture. ,a-lralf years; Susan Porter Sleeth, street, of a complicatio
n of diseases 1107 Monroe street.
who has been seriously ill of heart
WCIZIMINWIDOIDOLIMISILISVEINdili%dn.% d'sddaidd
d'aNddddd••••••#
it is the &rat weekly meeting of the two and a-half years; Anna Webb will be burled
this afternoon in Oak
trouble, will be (rut in two weeks, his
FOR RENt
-- Nicely
society.
Phillips. three years, and Lena Id- Grove cemetery.
furnished
physicians bellevieso rapid ta his reroom with all conven.enees. 1137 Jef- Draughon's is the best
the passenger station will
-The Sun office Is prepared be teelpark, three years, to take part.
begin
-John Mulvihill, formerly a well ferson street.
covers'.
WANTED d011. id_ 6...ARMY.
furnish the very latest things In en- as well as a dnunildetdof older chiknOWIL. local_cual. dealer
i-Glibered Osteopath, 41511-10.:
Icrinir-=--inu-Ta In private fain - ATle-Eodied 'utiniarried men between
Sfraied 'or Printed calling cards an] deist.
himitelf In Cairo, Ill., as • candidate
Broadway. Phone 196.
Address "Engineer," 2i9 South ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
invitatioai of any sort, and Is mak•
Os
Saturday
afternoon
the
routfor county clerk of Alexander coupty
----Charles Morgan. the 14-year-old
essOad street
States, of good character and tend
Mg special prices sow,
dnittee will entertain all of the chil- but rhat it was
impossible to check
son of Mr. Ed Morgan
the black-The board of education will dren taking part at the home of
*ANTED-Good- emilt can IF rate habits, who can speak, read,
the
momentum
of
the car in the F bort
smith, tried to use gasoline in infislmeet tonight at the Vidds_hingtosida,
get good wages. Apply J9d.rt Jeffer- and write Endglish. For Islosniallon
'ddrs. Friedmard_ "The Pines." It interval
between *ming the wagon
-rtsinnr-paper. Mirtddetti )311dridadm" at
woo* In the tricadir
apply to Recruiting Office, New Meld
son street
,a awn fete tied the Herta sod hitting it. - day night and the liquid In the tin monthly
mond House. Paducah, Ky.
meeting. Tim report of eh* Sbtw smoclatIon will present
fird
d,
BE
AT
Jas.
Glauber's
A.
braceAnnle Maig. a colored woman, witcan exploded. The burning gasoline
G. H. Braneford.
board of arbitration will be received lets to the gird; and watches to the neseed
Wstables;Tue
ANtr:D= -Firsde:a•• harness cutrdar.
Oct.
2
6th,
to
with
the collision, but on account
spread over his face and eeriously and
0 11, Branstord. 55 years old.
acted neon
a
herd
dhetlanct
of
ter,
ell
ponies.
kinds of barmen makers, colhoPs as Rouvenirx of the occasion
Dr. D. 0.
of deafness could not tell whether
burned the boy
Melton
lar cutters sewing machine operators father of Mrs. Clarence Bennett,
-Old Reliable
Carterville. Ill,:
the motorman rang kis bell or not.
-One load of our coal will make
FOR SALE-Inarry terms, I now on eolitird'a man to run stuffing wife of the well known clerk In
washed nut, and egg coal is the
She said the driver of the wagon apDow Party to Vtors.
you as advertiser for us. Bradley.
booms
in Northview- addition Mat machine, capable of repairing his _Wyllie's store, died at Fulton Yestersheepfold! Bradley Bros. Phone 321. ,
. ifr aled Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman peared to be trying to.erosis ahead of
machine; steady work to sober and day of brain fever after a short ill
Bros. Phone 339.
--Special serviette will be held at wP,1 d 1re.11 doltblo box party Weight the ear and the team was across 19th street oar litre. W. D. Greer industrious workers; best
salaries nese. He leaves three other children
--Jack deppe stabbed Hewiet Her- Temple Israel for
517
Broadway.
the feast of Booths atidite Rerptacky theater in homer of when the accident occurredi.
paid; best shop In the country. Open and was a well Ittiown
and prominent
on at a farm near Kuttawa 'Sunda,' or Tabernacles Wednesday eyentegddreedrd artractive visitors,
- WANTILD---to borrow 37410 on shop and no strlkes
Mrs. Frank
Write at once. business man
Davis was carried to ber
to Fulton
mid may not recover..-CaoPs -Is s int :::10 o'cleeb-aad Thermally
two
years'
Becurlt,
time
Us, of ddiebville, and Mrs. AP0s tbay ataesdnd
, either per- Southern Saddlery Co., Chattanooga
aners-s.
to tt
rival
railroader from Illinois and the troll- log at le o'clock.
dmill or real estate Address J care Ted
Berryman, of Clarksville, the guests of doctors.
Dr.
Lyn.
Rut
'
,
it'd
Dr
ble resulted from an old grudge.
Maggio.
Mar
Crane.
Sun
l
'sr
i"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Campbell Flournoy; C. H. Brothers prepared DOM
Something new-A clever
Tilt NEW VETERINARY Hospido be
Maggio Me Crane, II months old,
Capps is charged with malicious eutseine for the railroad map. 'Twill, +Mrs. John Love. of New York, who carried to the hoepital. They fond
LOST-Pocket
book -contaislii-g tal, Farley & Fisher, veterinary =r- child of Mrs
tine.
Opne Cane, dled Sun-flit
'with
Mrs.
Robert
Becker
Phillips
too, interest everyone but bas an
his collar bone had been broken and two ten dollar and one five dollar emit's and dentists. Special faellitlei day
night at 1232 Bernheim avenue,
-Our customers are our best adMiss Emma that • serious wound bed been in- 0;11. Return to H. M. Dolton, 216% lave been provided for :n constructing
especial attraction for the railroad at dWoodtawe,d and
of stammer complaint. The funeral
vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Bradman and hi4 family. Get the first Lou Love, of Indianapolis, visiting flicted in his heed
our new hossital which enable* us to was
He was carried Broadway, for reward.
held this afternoon with 'ottrial
ley Bros. Phone 319,
Misses
Claribel
and
Carrie Rieke.
amber, only 10c. R. D. Clements
to Riverside hospital la Guy Nance'
, FOR RENT--F-Our -unfurnished treat all diseases of horses and dogs In Oak Grove cemetery.
--The elevator at the postoMee
& Co.
ambulance, but le was foiled tMat the Moms. Modern conveniences.
modern
most
manner. We have
Ap- in tbe
which has beenVont of commission
Among thole registered at the Pal- hospital
was crowded already to ply 601 North Seventh street. Old a clean, airy, sanitary end up-to-date
--The beautiful new home of the
for several weens on account of a
mer today are: D. L. Malley. New
capacity, and he was carried to his phone 56$.
Paducah lodge of the B. P. 0. Elks
place and one that Is complete In eve,'
break in the machinery, will be in
York; W. J. /geld. New York; F. T.
a
btr::::r's house, 11 17 south Fourth
was thrown open to members at
detail, We invite you to call and in9
running order in • few days. Imst
Ilriasard, Clarksville, Tenn.. R. W.
STRAYED--Dark red Insley bull. spect
o'clock yestertla) morning Although
our p'ace. Office and hospital.
night Mr. Herman Cochran. of the
Orahtim.- Marette, La.: Hugo Hoe'sWeight 650 pounds. $10 reward for
the reading and lounging reome are
Ins 209 Freida!, Swilling
129 South Third street. Office phone
Pherottnan
Aaron
Hurley
arrived
Iffinion-Prince
Elevator
eter, Chicago; R. B. Parke, New
company.
his Marti to C. J. Clarld 215 South
nicely fitted up, Abe lodge Is awaitold, 1345; new,1 163; rdeldenee.. 0.4
Wks Passe 331-11
Issilease Pleas 464
'which installed the elevator, arrived
,York; James 0. Rodgers, St. Louis: on the scene immediately after the Third street.
ing the coming of nine handsome
phone 1816.
accident °reared.
.
and is today working on 'the rnachinto. g. Claypool.. Troy, 0.; H. G. TanglaBE
STUMP,
dressA
*
-GGIE
the
pieces of fornitstert. When these arWHAT DO TOP mum'of tlits
[
•
ery. He hopes to get the cage to
dy, Frankfort; A J Wider, Owensmaker, bas removed to 412 South
rive the Elks selel forraelly dedicate
The prices below will be made till
Operator S. W James, of the local
working again by Satusday.
boro, N. B. Hays. Frankfort; J. B.
Sixth street, where she will be pleased
their building.
,
December 31, 1906:
-For sale cheap, one sett, two
Guthrie; J. C. Sweeney, Paris, 1. C. pa-senger depot, bas return d to see her patrons,
f"
-Do
GOLD SHELL CROWN. 22k $3.50
not be deceived,. Bradley Tenn,: L. L.. Ai-buckle,
ECLIPSE
dd. wheel pony cart: also pony harness.
Weir City, to work after a week's illness,
FOR SALE- -One nice horse and GOLD FILLINGS
1.00
brass mounted, all nearly new. Can Bros. are sole agents for Carterville. Kan.; L. Cohen. Philadelphia; H. R.
boggy at your own price: going to SILVER FILLINGS
.60
be seen at the Tully .Livery Co. Ill., washed coal. Phone 331.
Covy, New York; Harry Watkins,
.
leave tha city. Address B.. care The PLATE FILLINGS
.75
-Modern Woodmen camp 41.112 Mayfield.
Brnce M. Barnard.
Sun
Bridge work a specialty. All
---In the account of the death of at its regular weeding. Meador night
Skating afternoon and nigh'.
Belvedere: 5. W. Denny, Evansand itroadvr•y. Ragle'a
Mrs Rodden Saturday the tiatement iidillited we tandichrt se Into the says. ville, lnd.; L. IC Bowler. Sheboygan.
'FRE•E TO LA DIES--HandeOline grades of plate work that will stilt
Painless extraction of teeth. All
frllisk pin oftexqutsite
older. A large claws is %Vied A. H. Hartman, New York; J.
was made that she was the mother terfes if
and excluelve
design; also valuable beauty secret; work guaranteed, and of best mate
tor November,
Templetod, Nashville; A. B.
fl
of' Mrs. Hester Gardner. of South beIng a
Wheatsend no money, simply near+ and adOpen
Ones
Third street, which la untrue, and
Wayne,
Chicano;
A. B. Stranger. La--Pla
being dreamt in ArchJ. E. BIVENS, NI gr.
Dec.
76
75% dress. Merle Supply Co., St. Louis, DR. KING BROOKS, Dentist, Sixth
the correction is made at Mrs. Gerd- itect Lasontef's oMeo fopLig bend - mont, III.; Ad.H. %dime, Metz In
Mo,
May
go
Admission 10c
ld
79%
and Broadway.
..
.* ner's requiem_
Nome two-story erick redlines' for Alps: J. M. Jihnson, Nashville: PerCoen-A MODIERN HOME for saieslift
-When you order a rig from. ns Dr. H. P. Sights en leffersan Orem ry Ceassford, OprIngfield, Mo.
Dec.
hardwood
43%
42% moms, bath, furnace
you are talking-to one of the pro- near Seventh street.Mrs. Milli* Morrow and Miss
floors, up-to-date in everrliartienMay
43%
43%
prietors or eapeille clerks (not a
rally
Morron
will leave tonight
-Tonight the library board will
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
driver or hostler) who writes files and meet and 'sleet an assietent
secretary for a two weeks' visit to Mr. and
Dec.
34%
34% Fifth street.
fills the order at appointed time, Pal- to succeed MIMI Ruby
Mrs.
Robertson
Morrow,
G.
in
MemCorbett, rePork- FOR RENT-One or two office
mer Transfer company.
signed. Other iinalTeriThdf a routine Mlle Tenn.
Jan,
13.42 13.14•oms With
use of my reception
---Rev. J. R.-Stewart, of Lone Oak. naturlt will be acted on
Fritz Hagey,
- of Paducah, Ky.. forroom: suitable for physician or dens
'who eseldiT&I Rev. .T. L. Taylor. has
merly otthia city, spent Sunday here Comm-Nanny Engines.
141,046- 10.66
Dec
-dm. Reasonable
pr. M. Steinfeld,
with his family. Mr. Hagey is em"Hey, gimme Old Car ilanter." -Announce that they have reJan
10.68
10.15
609 Broadway.
-103 John Trentham,
ployed by Ammeter and company at
the popular Illinois
moved to
Mar,
WU 10.71
Paducah. Mrs. Ilagey and children
LOSt-Somewhere on the Broad- Central engineer commanded as he
Itoek
way died or in the horse show entered the round house and prepared
will spend the winter there
Miss
113 S. Third Street
The Beautiful Romantic rate WInsoin, of Paducah.
& N.
1.48% 1.47% ground, a entail brass spur. Reto take out his din
who tat
"There irt no
LT.
P.
1.84%
1.86%
been the glutei of Miss Rath Clark.
turn to R. Rudy, at Citizens' Sav- engine
In the rotund house by that
Next door to Sun office.
Drama
Rdg.
1.64 • 1.52% ings bank, for a reward,
of Thirty-fpnttb and Elm streets, his
name," Joe Walker, foreman, replied,
St. P.
1.75% 1,74%
returned home -Cairo Bulletin.
LOgT-On Jeifersontreetbe1 hut after an explanation, engine No
Mo P
97%
97 1/4
Councilman C. C. Duvall has retween Tenth and Eddenth, a child's 449 WU run out of the rotund boils.
d111111111111
Penna.
1.41%
1.42
turhed from a two weeks visit to
silk cap with blue ribbon and tie. Re- and Trentham crawled into the rat
1.12%
1.13
Cop.
St. Louts, Mrs. Duvall did not returp to Mrs. A. Herman, Haft Jeffer- Bob McCarty runs 1155 and her name
1.64% 1.54%
Smel.
turn with him owing to tea Severe
eon street for reward,
The Wed exquisite creation
is Kate Adams, named after a steam
Lead.
78
79
illness of their little girl.
of liaison Violet (prosounced
B. MORGAN. blacksmith; 411 boat. Ed Evitts ruins 843 and her
T.
C.
1.65
I.
1.55
Mr. Harry Evans has returned
Ve o-lay) of Paris It hes teS. Third. Old phone 467. Superior name Is Joseph B. Williams. Charles
C. F. I.
54 74
55 1/4
from Bolivar. Teen., after attending
crived the sanctian of the
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent Wagoner calls 852 the John A Wood
U. S. P
1.07
1.06%
the bedrida of his wife, who died last
most fashionable in
the
-for nor stone side wire tires, the
C.
S.
47%
47
week of consumption,
fashion centies of Europe and
Mr. Lowry Branton, of the south
best rubber Urea made.
•
Sallie Morrow and Miss
Proddced By
Is sore to be popular here.
ACTORWEIKEL-Mason aide, has been appointed gardner for
CON
Of
Local Markets,
Emily Morro*, leave, tonight for
It is remarkable for its perand
concrete
work a specialty. the local Minot+, Central tn +succeed
ry
Dressed
Cblekensi
24K to Inc
Memphie to Visit.
sistettcy meet! m its sweet,
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490 Mr. James McLaughlin, resigned
Huh-20c dos.
Mr. ani Mrs. James Ferriman. of
relined bouquet
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at- Mr. McLaughlin has gone with the
Butter-20c lb
Grand Rivera, Ky., were lu the edy
N., C. & St. I. as gardner of the Patention to all estimates.
Irish Potatoes-Per tin, 70c. "
today en route to Springfield, Ill.
ducah -Paris, Tenn., division, and left
Sweet Potatom-Per tin flee.
solicitors.
--VAN-TED-A, No
1
Sell on Installments and
Mrs. Richard Lawson, of Chicago,
Contrary Hams- 16c. lb,
men who can approach all retail mer- this morning for Siturray to look over
take old Instruments In
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. C. F. Kopf,
chants with is strong legitimate prop- the road. He will tomorrow go te
Green Sansage--10c lb.
of Fourth and Adams streets,
exchange.
Minion, only me* capable of making Parts.
Sausage-14e lb.
Mr. and- Mrs. Claude
of
big Money need answer. Address by
Country Lard-II e lb.
A Story of Ldve and Honor. Greenville, who have beenBaker,
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
letter, "Solicitor," care Sun Publishvisiting
Mr. W. C. Wtiggener. supervisor of
Lettuce-5c bunch
Poderab.
Ky.
relatives
ing
CO.,
In
the
city,
home
retnrned
bridges
and buildings of the 1.011i/1A Play That Appeals
Tomatoes-10c gallon.
.. _
_ .
5 1 8 BROADWAY
today at noon.
NIGHT SCHOOL-- Bookkeeping. %111e dIvisiop. of the Illinois Central,
Peaches-441c basket
Iscorpnraird
to
the
Heart.
Miss Fannie Rich. of Dulaney,
Beans-10c. gallon.
• Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only is in the city looking after ImproveIDRILIGUISTS
arrive Thursday to visit_
Illars-10c &men.
$4 al month. Draughou's Practical ments to railroad
Roa•tIng
property
lie
&II Neils 1/1
f NI Muff*
Prices MSc,filte,_150c. "tr.
Moe Hugh George, of South ThirBusluese College, 314 1-2 BroadWee. stated that just as soon as the re
eant•Iontp0a-10 to 41Ic dna.
Dear.
Went,EMI at Side
teenth street.
fiesta oft sale Wednesday in a. m, •
i Phone 1756. Call, phone or Write for mainderal the material gets here the
Bilthildheall&derfie. quart
Mr. C. A. Nornall and son, Paul,.
dittalogue. It will convince you that work of building a brick platform RP
Celery-30c dosen
allE1111111111.11111110111
.
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BADLY HURT

HART'S HEATERS

6E0. O. HART & SONS CO.

oila.‘azis

Prices Low

DEATHS OF A DAY

(I

DK.HOYER 1

SKATING RINK

4ilio
A*

TODAY'S MARKETS

tiA

RAILROAD NOTES

THURSDAY RIGHT, OCTOBER 4,

1

PARRISH 86 PARRISH
JEWELERS

VELDOR

A Norio Fascinating Odor

VEL-DOR

Why She .
Was Sacrificed

A Company of
Artists of Unusual Merit.

D. H.
BaldwM in & Co.
anufacturers

PIANOS and ORGANS

R. W.WALICER CO.

W. 1. MILLER & BRO.,

,•,
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-
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Phil.: MIL

TITSJ)kY. OCTOBER .2.

EIGHT PRESENT
Roorrs SUCCESS
AT HAYS MRETING 'MAKES FRIENDS
_
I id
Not Arrive

........"
-1.:
1
-1111.1111111111111111
.
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BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

Until Niue Removes Suspicion From The

O'clock Last Night. =

TO COLORADO

Latin-Americas Minds.

wroutri trip rates all shutout. Special
reductions September 23 to 29 imhasive.

''1'

TO CALIFORNIA Vr_tsc
.1.7 y tliorm;w Sertneelaimbetapr 3rattoelliaitin:slut:Tv/T.".One was

(ioriertior Ib khan' Will Arrive Ear- Eint•klatted Munroe Doctrine filo Soutft•
ow I.:vesting arid
l) to
ern Neighbors and Told Our
itensain Over.
loteutirm..

lAi

-Colonist" tickets will be on sili Sep;ezraWx IS toO.:tuber it.

TO HOT SPRINIS, ARK. .v.e.r.y.„,`,7
RECEPTION

WILL

WC

GIVEN HE 89:TURNS To WASHIN(jTON_

-111seorturie attended the short order receptiou to Attorney General
Hays at the court house last night.
lie .11dr.'t get here until after 9
o'clock and the- audience numbered
one less than the hour. The (*lopeny were so few and so much of one
mind that a Noreen was considered
superfluous, and
with one accord
those present fell a-talking over the
prospects and explaiging how it happened that the rest 010E11 attend.
Gov. Beckluun's It/neasry
Governot iscckhand will speak in
Paducah
tomorrow
night at
h
o'elock The speech will be made In
the Kenlucky theater and the Hon.
Hal S. Corbett will intr..luoe hint.
He will arrive at 0 o'clock :Ind go to
the Palmer House. He proliably will
remain In Paducah all mornieg
Ther.day to give his friends an opportunity to greet losn.
His illuerary is Cadiz todan.tOM
ruleau tonight: Eddyvillet
day afternoon: Pada
night: Smithland, Tb
afternoon, Saietu Thursday n
If as article is Imitated, the nri•nal
Think it over, and
is always best
when you go to but that box of salve
to keep around the house get LieWilt s Witch Hazel give
It is the
origleal_end the netne.
is stamped on
every box. Good for. ecaenta, letter.
boils, cuts and bruises and especially
recommended for piles
by
Sold
Lang Bros
Itepoldlese Consolation.
The Republicans of the city of Paducah. Ky. are called to meet at the
city hall In the city of Paducah, Ky.,
.oa Thursday. October 11th, 1184.
for the purpose of nominating candidates for the various city offices to be
voted for at the November election.
Tbe couvention.will be called to or., der at 2 o'c:vek p. m. and the vivavomemanner-of voting will prevail.
PRANK BOYD,
Chairman City Committee.
C. W. MERRYWEATHER, secy.

•

IPA'R XS WS

s

I

P. Punveatt,

o:.Y,
li able,

Assistant cash lei

Citizen's Savings ISanit

Two small profits,-one manufacturing, one rrytailiti.,f-iiist citil of five!
A scientific system of cigar keeping, patoncti Lv thry National
Stands
and used by the National Stands t-xclitHivs.1 \ , i 1-1,-,,..1 f t 1,tr
cigar case that only varied the monotony of
ox) illy by ni...king them
And, firolly

Capital
bulls,.

Stock holders liability

Better Cigars for Less Moqey
Than Ever Before Sold

Total sectirit; to

depositors.

S 100.000
50,000
1 00,000
$250,000

Accounts of individuals and arms solicited. We appreciate
small a.s well as large.,ttepositors and accord to all Ole Name
courteous treatment. 1.

Cuba-Roma-Clear Havana; as good as was ever bought at 8 for 25c. 5c
Black and White-Seed and Havan.i; tutial 3 for •25c. grade
Sc
Resagos - -(7ic.ir Havana; better thann most Ilk'. t
19 far 29c
Stirling Castle-Fine, dear Ilavana
10C, quality 6c
La [della-Highest emitle clear Havatia cigar made - 3 for 25c and up
Lord Carver-The best I'avail:a-Suntan a t ir;ar made
3 fur 25c
tieria faro mix Natinnall tallow Standar In PeatItsv.ssh at they fellItsewing
tirettessysi nod only

K.

President.

.Rnd Here fire Some Results:

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

tit thee,' lilit Wade 16,111111 Nutk.uiolluw:111rere be ()hi 141

W. B. McPHERSON. 335 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and C-lay Streets,
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Sts.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.

TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, providedirwith
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern

111E1111111111111111111E

sanitary arrangement8.

Louisville

22.0
19.2
10.6
12.1
X.9
15.9
52
2.5
15.4
0.2
3.2
12.5

1.e
0.3
0.4
4).2
0.8
0.4
0.4
4.6
2.3
0.2
0.6
0.3
I.S

rise
rise
rim
rise
r...
fall
rise
fal
rt.
ris
ri
r.•
r

I s. E. Mitchell
326 S. Third

Street

Bicycles and Supplies

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

•
iengths and the wharf boat officers
Official Forscaets.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
are considering organizing the Internattoaal Pumpkin association, or Vernon, will continue rising during
How to Reap Without Sowing. some the nest two daysi..4 At Padoesh and
driftwood formed an obstruction Cairo, will enntintnirrtaing during the
around the Dick Fowler last night, next four days.
The Tennessee at Florence CU
and the pnmpkins literally plied np
there, John Street, the night wharf- commence rising again within the
Master said there were over a dosen next 24 hours. At Jacksonville, will

LUZERNE COAL

36
with hours
The MIssisaippi from •Ihester te
pumpkins floating relatively as
thick. There's hok feed there for all Cairo, will rise during th4s.next two
winter for one of Armour's stqcAudays.
yards. it Is estimated that if
The Wabash, at Mt. rartnel, will
thaw pumpkins were taken out of rise Quite rapidly during the next
the rIvar, it would fall weveral feet, two dare.

arrived

from

1.01111 IhOrtfittrirlth a good -trip

St.
to

VII1110111111111111111111101111111110

E are sole agents for the best Kentucky Coal
• sold on the market. Why send your money
out of the state when you c.in buy a Kentucky product for less money and get as good fuel for any
domestic purpose as money can buy?
When you buy Kentucky coal you are fostering
home and state enterprises, and when -you buy
LUZEKNE you are getting the best that Kentucky produces. Get our prices.
All sizes of Lehigh Anthracite $9 a ton.

W

it

Fans! Fans!
CERAM AND BUZZ FANS
-

-----SetD Us For

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
121423 N.Pourth St.

Barry & Henneberger

Phonate 71%7

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

BOTH PHONES 70

When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heathig question is :
Who's the best to see ? Mk your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

Uhe

LENOX HOTEL

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 Mouth Rotsrth
32A Ktorstts‘;tcy

BUFFALO'

13.3th Phones 201

Highest Grade
7i-.41, OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
-EXCLUSIVELY FOR VATROWS
Et er.
,few minutes between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and (hroisigh Busitscis -District.

4

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

EUROPEAN PLAN
St.p, per lay sad up.

Cilauber's Stable.

GEORGE DVGHSCHER1CRI
FIREPROOF

THROUGHOUT

rrnpvel,

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499
IIMINEINIMEINEINE11111•111111a

Homes on Easy Terms
I have quite a number of elrigant *We aottage homes,
of
three, four and five rooms, wall.locatcd. which I ern going to
-offer for sale at from $600 to $S90 each, on monthly payments of from $1.1 to 120P1er Mouth, LESS than a fair civet!
Heretofore I have required ten peteent. of the price in
advance-on such sales, but will now 'tell with tune rogular
niontitly payment, in advance. A rare opportimity to get
home with ordinary rent.
Homeseekers, call RD.!
, or ill
231. Will be glad to sli. A
J. M.

Rettecsibe 1er The dia.

American"German National Bank
227 Broadway

wagon loads .Just at that one point. continue rising during the next

Think of a whole wide 'river

The Saltlilo

Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double Offices especially 'adapted for dentists.

-lasa.a.ICIEMINIWILIZIIIIIIINIEE111111111E1111MAIGMEREE11111111baglar"'"ir'well1111111111111111"

Ititer stages.
Cairo
Chattanooga
Claciaaati
Evansville
Florence
Johnsonville

$5.50 Per Pair

SIG Broadway
opp,sire Frateraity Building.

W. P. P•rrott,

iii

Morgan & Wright
Tires

DICKE&BI ACK

GEO. H. LEE,
P. S. WEEVER,
Tray. Pass. Agt.,
Gen, Pass Art.,
Nashville, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

See the economy of the straight-line selling
system of the National Ciitr Stands:
The tobacco that used to be Itimilt11 from planter to leafbroker, from briiker to cigar mainifacturcr, I
i unanuLe
t.r
her, ftom joober to dealer and from deal.. r 1., )• r, now crgitsys shred
t., the smoker ,by the arrow-straight tb1:!itI'
National Cii;ar
Stioitis Co., which is itself virtually its ti%Yli

imputes/. Mt Carmel
Carries the most comMallf iv man of humane
Nashville
Ilium
willingly
a kitsot
Who would
plete line of
Pittsburg
ten, la guilty of cruelty where his own
island
Davis
Dam
reattach is concereed. Overdrives,
St. Louis
overworked. when what it needs Is
Mt. Vernon
11.4
something that will digest the food
Paducah
14.8
eaten and help the stomach to recuSomething like Kodol fo.
perate
The river rose 1.7 in the last 24
Dyspepsia that is sold by Lang Bros
hours. The stage this morning Was
in the city,
14.8. As the rain seems not to have
New Good,. Just In.
ended,
it
cannot
be
predicted with
Netichtet Pineapple, Camembert,
Brick Cheese also New Macitrel, New certainty bow high the river will go.
Raisins. Holland lierrIng, Pickled All the small tributary streams are
Herring. Codelah and Shredded Cod overflowing and their volume added
fish at Jake Biederman Grocery and to the river will make a high stage.
At Chattenooga it rose eight feet in
Baking Company
48 hours and at other points the
rise has been as hear,.
A cold is much more easily cured
Do you like pumpkin pie" Would
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's
the standard of the world
Laxative Hone) and Tar opens th - I you pick up a big juo'y pumpkin if
bowels and dr.ves the cold out of the It passed at your feet! we:l, it you
Sold by would, go down to the river, hire a
sylitem fl soting or old.
skiff for twenty-five or flfe) cents and
Lang itrogo pumpkin fiFhing You won't have
to wait for a bite either. They just
The '10•1010
WWIWIer
.
come
bobbing up and down on the
C.cree all kidney, bladder and then
meth- rootiles; sold by J. H9 Oehl- surfave of the river as thick as peas. tbks point And left at Midnsigirt for
John Roger.. night watchman on ehp Tennessee river points.
schlneger, 601 Broadway, Dr. IC, W
Dick Fowler. carried-a wagon load • The Clyde arrived oft of the TenHell, (ghee 2111 Olive street. Bt
home this morning - but
at the nessee river last night at 5:30
Louie, Mo.
same place he got them, there were o'clock with a big trip and weal., on
a dozen other wagon loads waiting down to Joppa to deriver a barge
True and, tr.td friends of the family
for an owner. It is this way. The load of lumber. The Clyde had the
-11eWitte Little Early then. Beet
river about 125 miles op the decks covered with lumber.
•
---foe-restel-te, and best 10-=_take.
The George Cowling came back
Tennessee river dews :through a big
pendable little Nits. They do not
pninpun _raising section. The rains from Metropons l'ast nlat At 5:30
gripe or eich:Yn. Sold by [Aug. Brost
have made a torrent out of We or o'clock and left at 7 o'clock with the
dinarily peaceful Duck river, and the party of Padneah business men to
The Flip of the birch tree is °confarmers are seeing their pumpkins Metropolis. The party came bark at
vertible into wine, sqlrit of vinegar.
washed away by the ton. They come 11:45 o'clock. The Cowling will
on down the Tennessee and many make the regular trips today having
won't stop till they run against the gone back to Metropolis last night.
revolution in Cuba --they's going to
This used to be the Henry Harthe gulf and then maybe some may ley'a day in the Evantivilie trade,hut
oat to the south pole. At any rate the Dunbar has 11 now, arriving to
they are passing -Paducah in mouth- day from that city.
The Dick Fowler got away for
watering quantities.
This beats farming several boat Cairo on time th.s morning.

Our new woolens are a
choice selection from the best
foreign and domestic looms.
We show many handsome
and exelusive patterns.
You'll find our pricea moderate and pleasing.

Illustrated Booklets and Full Informition Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

Two Profits vs.
Five Profits

Washlagton, Li. C., Ott. 2. - atlaslag to an eitd one of the most important diplomatic missions ever underLiken by an American °Metal, Elibu
Boot today arrived In Washington
front Cartagena, Colombia. That
port was the last point at which he
tout•hed in the three inteiths' trip to
Important South Amer:can countries,
which he untieroult for the purpose
of promoting better 1. cling toward
the United 5(5-tee
It was a mlaslou
to dispel suspicion.
Secretary Root set himself to the
task of dispelling the idea that the
United States had territorial or other
than friendly ambitions toward the
countries of the western hemisphere.
Hs fated that. the spapicion which attached tarAmerlea kaa been that the
United *ate* did nut attach to the
pstiessa of European posers. The
atplaasti,e of this was found to 1,
the Monroe doryrIne. A prevelin
belief in Latin attached to the policies
Of the Lalted States, would. unit.
cover of the Monroe dootrine,
any territorial aspiratforis of European powers on this ii!rie of the water,
but that in return for piotecHon this*
.ffurded would seek' to exterche stone
sort of control over the governments
protected. Mr. Root plainly outlined
the policy of the United States, Its
absence of dIplomettc Intrigue
He
succ4ded in convincing th; various
peoples whom he victed that the
Washington government meant just
what it said.

all
"ual trip rai"

WORTEN, Fraternity Building

""1111E1R11111111M110111111111111111111111111111111011111111MIIIP

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let us build thy hause, you pay for it as you
pay seat Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lea's on the
proposed car extension on Broad • to union depot and en Allen
streets front .$5o to $33o, each. Buy now On installment plan
white cheap. This is the highett ground In the city. Property
is advancing rapidly.
McCes.cliew Real Estate 6 Mortgage Co

Lintard

ehttaderes. Preset. and Mgr. Phony 7(01.

I.

1

Sub-scribe for THE SUN and get the news
whdt it is news.
4
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15h, Bath Comedy
73y AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
-The Pride of JenniceA

•

us

GIRL CONFESSES
STAND OF MAYOR YOUR ATTENTION,
TO HER SINNING NOT WELL TAKEN
Dovie Bradford Makes Trouble His Objections Dissipated on
For Brother-In-Law.
in

Hostetter's
Stomach
Bitters

•
as
• ,

2906.

BY

EGERTON

CASTLE

Wade Bradford Hee 4 lame to Feet 414y Hottritor Sets Mind at Rest Cote
Girl Before She leas spirited
corning Protection Iif t'ity's
Away. Intereet.

-therstorethe
pals medi Inc ): a
Old iu make see
rung and iciest
olin. It tunes
ad soothes the diesti ee ergani and
tins cures

OtTOIBLB 2.

SHOES

Pet•plis. Whoa your .y..
tern Is eve•li and rtin-duasn arm •
remit ut luiptireilltrg. melon, touts ipatt d
baweis and weak kiduro., we know a
tew dm.a of the Sitters will baba you
wanderfelly.
. ho sands have loon t
tia tree

0
CO PY RIG It T.

II I. e DA 1

r WOMEN
ARE UNIXCELLED FOR

BEAUTY,
STYLE,
COMFORT,
WEARING
QUALITIES.
We Will Is. glad 10 show you the

"Vi. O'Hara looked steadily let Lord easy KritrgliGTaay a sermon. nos-May
Verney, glancing contemptuously at because every word of it hit some ten- A QUESTION OF JURISDICTION SUCTIONS OF THE oRDINANCE.
La France shoes.
Captain Spleer. and then with long, full der point of his abnormally developed
Searching at the beguiling widow.
conscience, but also because of an ipShe thought to scent danger to herself definable sensation (bat he was beetle
In the air; arid, 'womanlike, she seised held up to ridicule, "most vertainly,
Whatever may have been behind
Doyle Bradford, the lb-year-old
Csageslies.
unscrupulously upon the sharpest sir, it is as Mistress Bellaire' future girl, who, it is alleged, eloped
with Mayor Yelter's opposition to the
I wileslisa,
weapon in Per armory.
husband that I find it incumbent. tbat her brother-in-law, William Magus- Nineteenth street
franchise for the
"l'erhaps," she said, with au angry, I end myself forced, reluctantly; no,
Dysp,p111,
Paducah
leaving
dr%
Traction
his
In
wife
nearly
desticompany,
his
scornful laugh, "Mr. O'llara will now I mean"- Here he floundered and lookIleelbera,
objections last night went to pieces
sted
deny that he and his servants attacked ed round for Spicer, who,however, was tute circumstances, was brought
Fouls ills sr
North bard Street. Halt Sqvare From !roadway.
my chairmen in the dark, threw me, ostentatiously turtling his tstwk upou back to Paducah last night by her on investigation.
Malaria,
It was at first understood that le
brother, Wade Bradford, but not unscreaming with terror, into his carriage, the proteediugs and
Fero aid Apt
gazing at the
and that his intention was avowedly moon. "In fact," resumed the poor
til the brother had an exciting chase disapproved granting a franchise that
try abattic today
to wed me by force in London tomor- youth, falling hack on his own unguid- on train and afoot and placed
his would expire on a date different front
row."
ed wits, "I have no alternative but to life in ;leopard) to rescue her. The that set for the expiration of all
the
All eyes were fixed on the Irishman, demand satisfaction for an outrage
events of yesterday, leading up to other franchises posaesiod by the
and sileace waited upon his reply. Ile against the future Lady Veruey."
Backache,
the girl's rescue were more exciting Paducah Traction compan). Thli
bad grown so pale that his red bead
"Mercy on us!" cried Mistress Kitty,
Pain in the
seemed to flame by eontrast. He made with a shrill, indignant little screen'. than those attending the arrest of Salnli question was considered by the
7
•5
,e,
"
geoexal
Mahundro,
a low bow.
coons-II
who
before
was
the
caught
in
the
ordinance
Hips and Groins
"Oh. tie, my lord, who would have
"No, Kitty," said be in a very gentle deemed you so bioutitlersty
,
Ca
? Before woods after a lively chase tVA-1111g: wee adopted. The facts on which the
In
meet eases are direct results of
V010•. "I deny nothing." Then sweep- heaven," she cried piously, glancing at gy by Detecilve Will Baker. this general council acted were these;
WEAK KIDNFAN and INFLAMing the (limit:10y with a haughty glance, the tottered ceiling.
A.1 the other franchises expire at
"before heaven, it city.
•tig11
0
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
"This lady," said he, "haft spoken truth'. would be the death
of me were there
one
-tone.
Tho
Yesterday morning Detective Will
little line, front sevas ler in.', I am pettily to meet the con- to be quarreling,
r
The strain on the Kidneys and is
strife, contention for Baker sent Wade Bradford
Broadway to
to Put'- euteenth street and
sequences or iny oondilet."
lamied Inatubrane• lining the nese
-for we: Who am IT' she said,
Nineteenth
street
year,
and
Tenn.,
to bring the girl back.
the bleyfielt
His eyes finally rested once more on with the Moat
at the Bladder producing them
sugelle humility. "that
Lord Verney. The latter grew white two
such gallant gentlemen should After seating himself in the Nash- road, could not be profitably operated
petals
and then scarlet, while Spicer whis- stake their
lives for Me? Rather," ville. Chattanooga ahd St. Louis without the other lines. Consetr,
pered and again jogged.
querely„
it
mutters
little when this
saki she, "will I give you back your train, which left Paducah at 7:4r,
"Of course," blustered the youth, word,
my lord. Indeed." this with a o'clock yesterday morning. Bradford franchise expires, as all the other
and wished that be had the curious noble air of
eacrifito. -1 feel Providence noticed a brother of Mahundro sit- lines can be sold to one purchaser
digestion of he" contemporaries, that has
but too clearly shown me my duty. ting in the coach. He suspected
that when their franchises expire, without
his stowai-li did not
squeamishly letsb, hush. Verney, bethink yourself.
the other intended to thwart his pur- hindrance by this branch.
rebel at the prospect of a thee of sieel; how
could I ever lace your mother
Oversight in reading seems to have
"of course, sir. you moat be a wart.tweet) you indeed to survive the en- poses and was prepared. When the
"It shall be swords," interrupted the
(eviller) with the losowledne that I bed train reached Purisar be alighted Interfered with the nia)or acquiring
Two doses give relief, and use hes
irrepressIbk• Spicer. "and, sir, what
exposed you to danger; that for me and started for his brother's home, a proper conception of the scope of
will curs any ordinary case of Kidmy noble friend will have left of your 3011 had
the
franchise
ordinance. He mos
loaded your soul with blood where he knew his sister was. The
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
body J will myself make taboo of this guilt
Mese:"
Mahundro brother also started and the city's interests are.neglected, and
eight! Aye, sir," said the captain, asWesel. cern. Iliebetas, Seminal
She shuddered and looked delicious.
the
etry-Sollett
er
ditt`not
Wide- the
the two raced folit.
tonished at hie own valor, slapping bee
Emiesions, Weak and Lama Back,
"Child." said she meltingly, as Lord
Near the home trouble was nar- ordinaoce.
hotly chest and beginning to equint 9s
Rheumatism and all irregularities
Verucy faintly protested, "it must be
The fur- c• •shich ordinarily arise from the
City Solicitor Campbell set the
was his wont under excitement, "I will
rowly averted and Bradford reached
,
so. I have felt it more then once; you
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
and pas:-. unburned up tile chimney in other
fuel
light you myself, sir!"
mayor's
Mind
at rest concerning this
are too young." There was a convic- there first. Mahundro's brother Is
; men and women. Sold at 50 cents
heaters :re r. l/ consumed in the Wil:,on on
"Fight you!" excliekned O'Hara. andwhen.
be
replied
on
the
floor
of
said
to
the
have
attempted
to
take
her
tion. la -ter _voice that gave no bops
•-, a boa as the No Cure- No Pay basis
account 44 tita c.....iebrated Hot.BiastDown-Draft.
•
smog Into magnificent poutempt.
of reprieve, and Lord Verney, who after this, but the girl was brought council thee iss) had read the ordi.
ukight you, girl- he ran a withering
I
by
With a givz ornoUnt of fuel the Wilson will pro"
MePherson's
drug
store,
Fourth
mince.
eye over the grasshopper anatomy of bad already found out that Mistress here in safety.
due
abotu twice the heat of any other heater.
i
and
Broadway,
sole
agents
for
PaHe said section it 'provides for
On arriving at Paducah she was
• toady as he spoke-"yOtt. Wt, you, Bellaire was too dangerous a delight to
The dampers are so constructed on the Wilson
ducat, or sent by mail upon receipt
pursue
with
comfort,
accepted
amendment
his
of
franehoe
the
at any
taken to the police station where for
the writer of that dirty note this mornthat you have perfect control over the fire which
_ of price to Lark Medicine Ott„ Logsentence with a Christian resignatiou
an hour Chief of Police Collins, De- time at the pleasure of the general
big, bidding flit' apologize--apologizecan
he regulated to throw -out an enormous
that
did
justice
!aegis,
his
to
Ky.
mother's
traincries! Denis, with his most luscious
tective Baker and Police Judge Per- council.
amount of heat in a short time, or the firc can
beogue-"to the man. Sir Jasper. there. ing.
Sections
4 and II Itited,ae follows:
"Alt, all must now be over between year talked to her. A written statebe held -at-le-moderate lit:sat or by closing the
ter having insulted you on the subSection 4--The city of Padueah rement by the girl was secured in
dampers it Can be held at a faint glow for a great
ject of eour miserable mealy head- us." said Kitty pothole:01y. "save a
serves the right to rulate and eonlen?:h of time.
light you, sir? Sure, rather time tight 'retitle friendship: Your baud, my which, it is said, she made a clean
troi the speed of lb Cara, frequeucy l
lord."
confession.
alleging
that
William
you," said Mr. O'Hara,seartinag for the
If you have a Wilson your rooms may be
She-reached for his Owner paw with 'M.tiwIlledaretrIMPTemphatic kaiteeetillon conceit.--Mattard of trips end gra.c gee by or woo,
always
kept at a healthful, even temperature.
(New ofl t'entre'
aseigns, pro[hie. "I'd never fight again for the rest her deterutineil I.ttle lingers.
county two years ago. She was but "iltirer, inceeesees
Sold Excluiively BY
"Mr.
O'Hara."
said
she, turuing
of my life! But I'll tell you what I'll
1 3 years oid. Since that tIme.sbe A./- vided that the fare shall not be leo
THE BEST LINE TO
do for you. Next time yen thrust that round, "i forgive you. Your baud mite she had intimate
than
live
cents
for
one
adults
trip
for
re:ations with.
ugly face of yours within the reach also, air."
and half fare for children under 12 NDIANAPOLIS,
If the clasp she extended to Verney blur ending in the elopement.
of me arm I'll pull your nose tilt ICe
216 lineulway
PEORIA,
"We
are uncertain about whether years old, ay no fare for children
as long as your tougue and as slender was purely °Melte, that with which she
under
five
when
accompa.nie
d by an
now *sized O'Hara's cold right band we can try the man in this county
as yet courage!"
CHICAGO
"Oh, what a low scoundrel!" mur- was eloquent enough with emit* and and are now taking counsel to learn adult: and that a transfer P hall be
And all points in Inniane and
given
secret
for
continuous
one
pressure.
But,
for
the
passage
time
first
to
mured Captain Spicer. withdrawiug
If we have to take him back to where
Michigan.
quickly several paces and with an In- in his We, perhaps, O'Hara was slow the seduction Is alleged to have any other line in the city of Paducah
returning
in
a
wommea
TOLEDO
token.
,
tensified east In his eye. "'Tis posibeen committed," said Detective Ba- owned or operated by the purchaser.
"Shake bands," ordered Mistress
tively unfit for a gentleman to speak
Section S—This ordinance may be
ker.
DETROI
"The
elopement
T,
was'
made
from
decisively,
Bellaire
and Joined the belto him.;
Paducah, however." The warrant amended at any time by the general
"Now, my lord." said O'Hara, meani- ligerent', palm..
CLEVEL
AND,
counell, and the city reserves the
e
Here Stafford /Truer( jovially to the was sworn out here.
In, his easy dignity.
right
to
BUFFAL
adopt from time to time such
O,
The girl Is being watched' to keep
But that her comedy should drift in- ilesistance of the pretty peiteetuaker.
"Right, right." cried be. "Shake her froth leaving the city. The case ordinances as it sees fit, controlling
to tragedy wits none of Mistreee KitNEW
YORK,
ty's intentions. Blister stepping be- hands on it like good fellows. Fie! wIll probably be one of the most and regulating the exercise of the
Who
could
BOSTO
keep
Cor. Fourth and Jefferson.'
up
a
feud
N
under
those
herein granted franchise.
tween the laboriously pugnacious Ver'..., f
sensational in years.
And all ments East.
ney and the poor Iriehman, whose eye beaming eyes? Never be downeast.
Mahundro is eied to be fully 40
Infoonetton beep fully furnished ot
(for all his present composure) shone Verney. lad: What did I tell thee, only
duced quite a sensaion In the City as
efiplication at City Ticket Office "Bia
with the lust of the-eray, she thus ad- resterday, In the pump room, about years oid.
his
many
feencis
they
were
thought
Potuitoate,
" No. 25,10 Foetal AM, 01
dressed them collectively and in taro: thy halo? Denis, my boy, I've ahrsys
living happily toteether.
unite to
"Shame. *Mune. gentlemen! I pro- loved thee, but tow I'll love the* more
:4. J. GATES,
test! Is it not enough that a poor wo- than ever if only thou wilt mix Os I
Oar I Agt. Passenger Department,
n/toes heart stionid be set a-guttering bowl of punch In right good Irish falie
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Demoeratio state central and state 0lee. Pima. Are,. .
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bard Vetesey, think of your mother- akavS a_ toast the divine Kitty Belexecutive committees met in joint
think of her of whose deelinla: years laire!'
"littrroosh" cried O'Hara, and with
session at 2 o'clock this afternoon in
you are the sole prop and joy. ReDeniocoatif ('andirlatee.
call to mind those principles of high a valiant gulp determined *to swallow
THE
I() , Oct. 1 -For Unit- the leather room in the New Seelmorality, of noble Christian duty. his own bitter disappointment and
ed States Senator—James B. sic- bach.
AND CURE THE LUNC5
which that paragon of women an sedu- flood in a tide of warm gayety the
The only business of importance
lously Inculcated in you:" Her voice cold ache in his heart. "By all means." Crear) and J. C. W. Beckham.
For Governor—S. W. Hager and called up was the election of a comWITH
quivered on the falutest sole of mock- be cried, wrung Veruefe hand with
mitteemen on both esonitittees from
ery. "Oh, what worad that worthy feverish cordiality awl gave one last N. B. Hays.
lady's feelings be were you to be sadly longing look at Kitty and his
For Lteutenant Goiernor—South the state-al-large to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Judge
brought home to her--a corpse? What. lovely delusive dream.
Trimble.
ale what indeed, would your feelings
Then "mimetic round ni)oil himself
For
Attorney
General—Lilliard John M. EsselnIr The name of Mr
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For Secretary of State -Haifa elected.
Surest and Quickest Cure 'fiir all
O'Ilara-"you bad I. answer for the gar and a trifle of wither--the smaller
THROAT and 'LUNG TROUBlife of a fellow creature is-fore to- the kittie the better it bolls." And. Vreeland.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
Goodwin Goes Up. -morrow's dawn? Why, you emild nev- "Wake up. twin." cried he. 'dapping
For T'reasurer --Ruby Laffoon.
er open your Bible stale without feel- Sir Jasper on the back so that the
For Superintendent of Puielc InClyde Goodwin, a "Kitty League"
ing in your bosom the throbbing beer( powder flew from thet baronet's cue. struction-E. A,
Califon and M. 0. graduate. of the Vincennes team two
of a Cain!" She stopped to draw "Sure, we're all happy DOW."
Winfrey.
years ago, broke into fast company
breath.
"Where's my wife, sir?" said the
For Commissioner of Agriculture Sunday. Goodwin has been pitching
Mr. Staftird, one delighted grin, slid gloomy husband. spewing to his feet
the whole length of the table on which fiercely. "I've been made a font of —IL C. Crenshaw and J. W. Newman, great ball for the Milwaukee team,
For Clerk of Court of Appeals— of the American association all year,
he sat with dangling legs to get a between You, but all this dope not tell
(Incorporated.)
fuller view of the saucy face. "Incom- me where my wife Is! Stafford, man, John D Chensul.,
and was drafted by Washington, of
parable Bellaire" he murmured to him- t see it now. Title 13PS been a blind."
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eoq forever the gates tif paradise."
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circuses aud carnivals are held.
Mayor Vetoer declared that he did
not think the eimpany should be
permitted. The request was received
and filed
Mr. Joseph Friedman *stated that
the company had removed all old
tracks and wanted this piece of track
Over Ma)or Yeiser's Veto to back cars on to facilitate handling
crowds; that the object of giving
and Objortiona.
good service was the intention or
the company and if any tracks bad
not been taken up, they would be. In
He and City Solkitor Disagree About regard to the Nineteenth street freeFacts of the Case oil the
rinse ordituitica. if any defect or apFloor.
parently an attempt to cover up any
thing, was not known to the company officers.

COUNCIL PASSES
THE ORDINANCE

liE HAD sEEN VHF: 0RDINANt7E.

Mayor Yeiser last eight was given
several hard jolts in the meeting of
the board of councilmen. He vetoed
the ordinance for the sale of a freethese to build ear hues on iseneteenth street. Mayor Vetoer attacked
the traction conipany and several
speeches with nearly as much fire
as the mayor exhibited were made in
reply. The board ended by passing
the measure over his veto. There
were other important matters acted
until
on, and the meeting lasted
nearly 11 o'clock
•

Councilmen Herzog i
schlaeger were absent.

and

Oehl-

Mapes Report.
what he
Mayor Yeiser reported
saw and learned at the annual convention of American municipalities,
at Chicago on September 26, 27 and
28 He stated that street construction and municipal ownership were
chiefly discussed. He read a lengthy
report clooely typewritten. He stated
several were opposed to municipal
ownership and that one able champion In this cause stated it carried
with it too much political interest.
Mayor Yeluer stated that he had
two bids on coal for the settee' for
'the city. One was from the Nortontrifle Coal company, another from the
West Kentucky Coal company. Mayor Teiser referred the bids for action. The former's bid was defective
and the company asked to be permitted to amend.
Mr. W. F. Paxton, of the Nortonville Coal company, was asked If he
wanted to speak, and he did, but only stated that 'Mayor Vetoer had
charged he was guilty of "lobbying"
for the traction company. He asked
every councilman to whom he spoken to on that matter to hold up his
hand. No hands went up. Mr. Paxton stated he only desired to show
that Mayor Teeter was wrong.
Mayor Telmer gracefully apologised and the apology was as gracefully accepted.
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Vinol builds you up
and keeps you up

:
"
4(1

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people,delicate children,
weak run-down persons,
and after sickness, colds,
coughs, bronchitis and all
throat and lung troubles.

.1

Try it on our guarantee.
srPHEISSUSi, Druggist.
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feet filed a remonstrance. The petition and remonstrance were "received and filed."
A petition for improving Eleventh
street between Clark and Jackson
streets, was "received and tiled."
Tee tire chief wants two additional fire plugs near Steeped and Washington where two big buildings are
located. The plugs were ordered installed.
The report of the chief of police
was received and filed. It showed a
total of $643.10 tines collected in
September.
An application'from H. H. Gallagher, at tutu Trimble street, for a
liquor liemese was favorably acted

The minutes of the last regular
and called meetings weie read and
adopted..
Mayor Yeiser presented the ordinance for the pale Of a Franchise for
a street far line on Broadway froni
Seventeenth to Nineteenth streets.
thence south on Nineteenth street to
the old Mayfield road He stated that
he bad pot signed the ordinanue and
it pained him much to have to take
such action in returning it unsigned.
He gave his reasons as follows: That
he was in favor of extending lines if
city is under proper restrictions;
On.
that the street car company is getThe eiderse the coal supply were
H. T. Vogel. at 121 Kentucky ayting more than It is giving. that tiv
.
_
_ter _a_ eqffe.c
oedleasscsedoee • toot easefoese-web (ba rejected.
Mayor Yeiser stated that the mat- cense. Granted.
other street ear company franchises:
ter Of Incorreffiateas of the ritr scales
F. J. Certain & company, at 115
that the ordinance was drawn by atonfusion.itThe matter South Fourth street, was gradted a
torneys of the traction company and had caused CP
will be investigated. '
license for a saloon.
was not approveepby the city solicit.
city Engineer Washington stated
Tinsley .&._.Son..ai lisi.h. aatL Yin%
SW. --He- stated- -Hett---fhe eppeed-that Engineer Alvoid would prepare ley street, were granted a saloon lihas /been ignored: that the complethe No. 3 Vewer cense.
tion of Improvements was not ef- at once plans for
district.
E. C. taker asked for a iitC1184. at
fected within the limit, He also said
The ordinance committee was in- 900 North eighth street. rills Is
that an proper restrictions were
structed to draft a measure for con- where J. D. Overstreet was located
made in regard to replacing the
street and closed for a Sabbath violation
streets in eoadition. In short the crete sidewatIcs on Eighth
from_ Washington street to Norton The 'license was refused. Deposit
traction
ctatmed
the
mayor
company
money WAS ordered returned.
"had the city by the throat." Mayor street.
Notice of a suit filed against the
George H. Goodman & company.
Telmer stated that no ordinances or
Crutchfield for 128 North Second street. asked for a
feseseblime were in existence where city by Mrs Addle
Slone(' was filed.
wholesale beer license, hut the apIt gave other companies privilege of
H. H.. Evans and John Oolightly plication was defective and action
using its tracks over certain streets.
Voi each, deposits for deferred.
He stated that the company is now were refunded
A request for a transfer of coffee
claiming, under is perpetual grant, saloon licenses refused
The matter of securing a right of house license from
1043 to 1039
certain streets. Broadway and Jefferson. Mayor Yeiser declared that he way over private property where thei Kentucky avenue from A. 'Seeker,
was referred to' was granted.
thought the city should have a part new sewers' are to go
the
street
committee
and city engiSeveral deeds and transfers of lots
of the proceeds of the company. This
neer..
In Oak Grove were ratified.
be stated was the concenstis of opioThe board of public works was orThe Eraachiee Again.
kin at the municipality convention et
street force.
Councilman Williamson "toyed to
Chicago. which he attended. Mayor dered to reduce the
The motion for ordinance com- reconsider action in deferring action
Yeiser explained in conclusion that
to draft an ordinance impos- on the mayor's veto.
mittee
he was not against the traction comwater closets
City Solicitor Campbell stated that
pany but simply in favor of the city's ing a fine for serfece
he considered It the duty of the
interest. He stated that he thought, was lost.
The board of public works was hoard to act on the night the veto
"as sure as he had ti meet his Maker. this particular nelinance was the ordered to Mare an electric ligh t at was repoi'ted. He thought It mandastreet island tory.
most outrageous, and unfair he had the north end of Sixth
The motion to reconsider resulted
ever seen " Mayor Yeser was apolo- reek bridge.
Engineer Washington was ordered In a unanimous vote to reconsider,
getic to all gentlemen connected
COunclIman Katterjohn
stated
with the traction company. Mayor to secure warrants against persons
not making proper lead pipe connec- that the mayor's charges were seTelser wanted the line to go to
rirenty-first street, go mit se Guthrie tions where street improvements are vere and that he, did not want to
see the city get into litigation. He
avenue and thence to the Mayfield made.
The matter of making a new con- wanted time to stady, but Was willread.
City Solicitor Canipbell took the traet with the water company, the ing to take the matter up at once.
obi contract inpiring this year. was tie asked the city solicitor why he
floor and corrected the statement of
referred to the joint light and water had not discovered these defects beMayor Yelser
lit' said he had infore. -The mayor explained he had
spected the ordinance and found it committee. •
A renionstrauce against granting not an opportunity or carefully exprotects the city a, much as does the
Broadway franchi-e. He said the John Golightly a saloon license in amining it.
Solicitor James Campbell stated
ordinance contains a provision that LIttleville was received and filed.
The auditor's report for Septero• the ordinance had been—read before
the franchise mey .be amended at the
her showing a balance of $27,026.96 the boards acted_ but It was -during
will of the general council.
Councilman Duval moved to place in tile treasury °Mabel' 1, was re- a committee nieeting when the ordinance was digressed, tie stated he
the franchise the third time over the ceived and filed.
The report of the finance commit- did not have the ordinance before
mayors veto."
tee, showing a total of 815,806 65 him. He later read and made chanCouncilman Barnett seated that he
for
salaries, accounts, etc., was _re- ges. Ho did not pare on the similarithought. the bottrd shoted delay the
ty of this with others; in effect bevete melt more thought could be ceived and filed.
The Ohio Valley improvement cause he was not asked to do so.
given the matter. lie emended with
association will meet shortly and the Solicitor Campbell stated he did not
inch a motion.
4
.
Mayor Telser stated the charter board made a $200 appropriation to think the city as well protected In
this as In other ordinances, but statstated a mayor's veto must be acted defray expenses of local delegates.
The mayor and joint finance com- ed the city had recourse in the pas
on immesliately.
authorised to borrow sage of other ordinances as amendMr Joseph Friedman asked to be mittee were
heard. hut Mayor Yelser strosstly what money necessary to carry the ments.
next two months.
The motion to give the ordinance
protested, !paying that Mr. Friedman city through the
roayor,was
authorised to ad- third passage, the mayor's veto notThe
had no right to appear under the drcumytances. Mr. Friedman is presi- vertise for horse feedo for the city wIthetanding was adopted, Councilremainder of men Meers and Crandie
dent of the Paducah Traction com- departments for the
voting
the year.
pany.
for
sidewalks
on
South
Ordinance
Williamson
Councilman
moved
President McBroom had !Istria the
Tennessee to Nor- that the traction company return all
matter might be delayed; and con- Sixth street from
streets abandoned by it to the city,
strued the section of the charter not ton streets. Second passage.
Ordinance for Improving Clay from was adopted. This means the franto mean that immediate action shall
Seventeenth to Nineteenth streets. chise
be taken.
The elV wasoriiirred to
The words "then shall act," caus- Second reading.
Ordinance for improving Boyd. draw a warrant for $47 to be paid
ed the controversy, and the presifromagSixth to Seventh street. Second the city solicitor who in turn shall
dent renewed his ruling.
pay It to the state for costs incurred
his
The solicitor was asked for
Ordinance prohibiting the licens- In tbe suits of W. T. Graves vs the
opinion. but President MeBroom had
"bricket shops." First pito- city which the city won in the apruled, and this c,tosed this argument. ing of
sage.
pellate court. A return of "no propThe motion to adopt the amendA petition to build sidewalks on erty found" vs Grave* canoed the
ment resulted in a vote of 3 to 6
avenue from Broadway to City to get "stuck."
Councilmen Crandie, Deval and Mey- Fountain
Jefferson. An ordinance was orderProperty owners on Guthrie aveers voting "nay."
drafted.
nue and Nineteenth street, say the
A request from the traction com- ed
A petition to construct a sidewalk mud and mire Inconveniences them
pany to permit it to leave its tracks
on North Twelfth street from Trim- on Clements from Meyers to Bridge and soaked for temporary relief In
ble street to Harrison street to tacit- Street, near the McKinley *chant. the way of sidewalks.
The report of the milk and Meat
Kate the headline of crowds triple Eight property owners with isko
Twelfth anti Trimble streets Where,feet egnirst the petitioners' 100o itmpector Was received -end -filed.
.
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Are You Fully Prepared for the Horse Show?

-

is indeed a gala week for Paducah with the Horse Show, the
THISImmigration
Convention and the opening of the fall season,
with its round of social diversions.
The question is: Are you ready? We are. Ready with just
what you, or any other man, wants for the occasions of this week or
any other week.
The spirit of our house---our organization---is to always hate
what any man's fancy says he wants, from the very best to he had in
evening clothes to the workingman's overalls. So, we invite your inspection of our Horse Show dress and dress accessories with perfect
confidence in their satisfying you.
See the new offerings in suits. They come in single and double
breasted, grays, greens, browns, checks, plaids, and all the popular
fabrics, selling at from $7.50 to $40.
Overcoats for all occasions at from $10 to $40.
Tuxedos,
Evening Suits,
Whitt Gloves,
Full Dress Accessories,
Walking
Light Top Goats,
Gloves,
'I he'Louis XI. Overcoats,
Opera
Overcoats,
Soft, Siffor Silk Hats.
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MEN AND BOY S 3f2A/Yo

fiROADMiqr
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FIST At31....18t-11II 1S68

60V. J. C. W. BECK HA M
NS'ill addess the citizens of Paducah and Mecracken oounty at

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Ybitr
r Winter supply of

The Kentucky Theater
Wednesday night, Oct. :3, 1906, at 8 o'clock, in
the interest of his candidacy for the IT, ti. senate.

Councilman Katterjohn moved to at Farley Place In Mechanicsburg
dump suMcient gravel In a hole In from Meyers. Sef Short to Clements
the alley between Jones and Nortda, streets. First. *peewee .
Ordinance autbbrizing a vote on a
Tenth and Eleventh streets. Car-,
$leo,tion bond ISRUO for parks. Secrted.
The solicitor was instructed to re- ond passage.
On motion the hoard adjourned.
draft an ordinance for improving
South Fourth street from Norton to
Husbands streets by sidewalks. InNEW NAME
terlineationo made by some one invalidated
the original ordinance. tilym old lirot nerhood of Railway
The street contract has been let.
Firemen.
W. C. O'Brian requested We return of dedication of property in the
Yesterday in Milwaukee the anO'Bryan addition for street purpose. nual conYentiOn of the Brotherhood
Xk• resuost 70402astmt.
of Locomotive fetsemen mine to &

-COA LSolc agents for the old
washed rIttt and

reliable

Cartersville, Ill.,

egg coal.
Telephone 339

as the nartilris concerned.
One of
the most important actions taken In
the windup was the changing of the
name of the order and hereafter it
will be known as the Brotherhood of
Ilitnway Riginemen,
RALLY OF GROWERS.

free barb
And speaking. John
Allen, of Guthrie, spoke and others
not of the association. Twenty -live
carcasses were barbecued Col Bud
Dale, of the New Richmond house,
Was Invited to Speak there today

Marmalade, then made of quinces,
was anew. in Henry VilLa
reign
.
clot* and the BrotherhoOd of Railway
Gramme Acted On.
At GrahatnyIlle today the Dark The word to &roped from ,•etome
Ordinance for toserett sidewalks rireinen is a thing of the pest as ter Tabscco, Grower* are having a* big to," e moseir.
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